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OUT WARREN’S WAY

MURMURS

& WHISPERS
The best parts of the NFRA convention, for me at least, are those
side chats in the halls.

W

ell, we’ve been through
another fine convention
of the National Frozen
& Refrigerated Foods
Association, and I’m
suffering yet again from
post-convention postpartum depression.
I love the networking.
Wish it could happen
every day. Of course,
my idea of “networking” is “carousing,” and
I’m pleased that I share
this perception with so
many of you. Nothing like hanging
around with friends and new acquaintances, discussing Walmart,
big data, slotting and plotting.

NO GLENLIVET
One year, when my doctors were
keeping me from my Glenlivet, I
confess I was surprised at the level
of lubrication achieved at the cocktail parties. But the following year,
with my personal prohibition lifted,
I noticed nothing unusual whatever.
This may be a good time to
relate how truly appreciative I am
of all the people at the convention who inquired as to my health.
I’m thrilled to hear that I look just
great, and, yes, the cancer is totally
gone. I am back to triathlons, bullfighting and pitching no-hitters
for the Red Sox. No need to worry
further on my account.
But I digress. My plan was to
discuss topics I found interesting in
the side chats. Let me start with the
biggest elephant in the room: How
the American Frozen Food Institute and the NFRA are not working
together at all well on consumer
education programs designed to
turn around perceptions and boost
sales. Lots of murmurs and whispers in the side chats, but no real
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answers. Really, guys, this has been
like trying to get Congress to play
nicely together.
Another hot topic: the definition of “healthy food” and what the
long-term trends might be. What a
bizarre bazaar: low-fat, gluten-free,
organic, natural, low-sodium and
significant source of tedium. It’s
hard to know where to hitch your
wagon, although as I’ve pointed out
before, “natural” is in for a rough
ride sooner rather
than later.
Now that even the
corner barbershop
is selling frozen
organic waffles, do
you give that new
“healthy” item zero
facings or three?
And with everyone
in the game now,
you can’t take margins nearly as long anymore.
Worse still, when I came home
and picked up The Wall Street
Journal, there was an op-ed piece
(Oct. 28) entitled “The Last AntiFat Crusaders.” It starts out rather
ominously: “The top scientist guiding the U.S. government’s nutrition
recommendations made an admission last month that would surprise
most Americans. Low-fat diets,
Alice Lichtenstein said, are ‘probably not a good idea.’” The more you
read, the scarier it becomes. We do
love this business, don’t we?

‘GARGANTUAN DATA’
The third hot topic, in my circles
at least, had to do with “big data.”
Retailers particularly feel they are
drowning in a sea of data, but have
little that is of any real use when it
comes to making decisions. Now
eBay, the grand-daddy of data users,
wants to ditch the term “big data”
for “gargantuan data.” Seriously.
Haven’t heard anything quite so
silly since, during the AIDS epidemic, HBA became HBC.
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NEW PRODUCTS

Seasoned Vegetables
Eagle, Idaho-based Alexia
Foods (www.alexiafoods.
com), part of the ConAgra
family, debuts frozen seasoned vegetables. Offered
in microwave-steamable
bags, the Non-GMO Project
Verified collection features
premium vegetables flavored with all-natural herbs
and spices. Available varieties include French Herb
Green Beans, Parmesan Peas, Southern Sweet Potato Blend
and Italian Herb Corn with Sundried Tomatoes. Ready to eat
in 5 minutes, the 11- and
12-ounce vegetables
carry a $2.39 SRP.
DHA-Fortified Tofu
House Foods (www.
house-foods.com),
Garden Grove, Calif.,
launches tofu fortified
with DHA Omega-3.
Billed as an industry
first, the gluten-free,
Non-GMO Project Verified protein is made ex-

clusively with U.S.-grown organic soybeans and DHA Omega-3
from vegan algal oil, which doesn’t alter the product’s taste or
smell. Offered in both Firm and Extra Firm, it contains 32mg
of Omega-3 DHA per serving and is a good source of protein
and calcium. SRP is $2.49 to $2.99 for 12 ounces.
Heat-and-Serve Sandwiches
Hayward, Calif.-based Raybern’s (www.rayberns.com) expands
its line of heat-and-serve frozen sandwiches, now available in
one-count boxes, with two new flavors: Chicken Bacon Ranch
(on a traditional hoagie roll) and French Dip & Swiss (on pretzel bread).
Handcrafted
with thinsliced,
deli-style
meats
piled atop
homemade rolls
specially
formulated to stay soft in the microwave, the butcher paperwrapped sandwiches are ready to eat in 90 seconds. SRP is
$2.49 to $3.29 for a single 5-ounce sandwich.
Single-Serve Burritos
Denver-based Culinaire Foods (www.culinairefoods.com)
introduces fully cooked frozen burritos under the El Burro

Carrot Ginger
~Gluten Free, Vegetarian~

Handcrafted soups, entrees, sauces and desserts made from scratch.
Select from one of our signature flavors or work with our culinary team to create your own
recipe. Our state-of-the-art manufacturing facilities offer the flexibility of fresh or frozen
finished products and pack sizes to help meet your needs.
Contact us today: (503) 946-5015 | sales@harrysfresh.com
www.harrysfresh.com/frb

brand. Easy to prepare from frozen or thawed in a microwave or conventional oven, the hand-made 7-ounce burritos
featuring Hatch Green Chiles come in ten flavors: Enchilada
Beef, Beef & Refried Bean, Pizzeria Style, Sweet Pork Cuban
Inspired, Chipotle Chicken, BBQ Pulled Pork, Egg & Potato,
Egg & Chorizo, Egg & Sausage and Egg & Bacon. Sold singly,
they can be wrapped in paper or foil. SRP is $2.99 to $3.49.
Club-packs featuring slightly smaller 6-ounce burritos
are also available. The company
also rolls out a pair of heat-andserve frozen sandwiches under its
Culinaire brand. Both Sloppy Joes
and BBQ Pulled Pork in Jalapeno
Cornbread come in 5- and 8-ounce
sizes. SRPs are $1.75 and $1.99 for the
Sloppy Joes and $1.99 and $2.25 for
the Pulled Pork.
Potato Gratins
Bedminster, N.J.-based Russet House
(www.russethouse.com) launches

private label gratins made with steam-fresh potatoes, real
butter, milk and herbs. An easy, upscale alternative to twicebaked potatoes, the frozen, oven-ready gratins come in four
non-GMO flavors: Cream & Cheese, Mushroom & Cheese,
Broccoli & Cheese and Tomato & Mozzarella. Ready to eat in
about 25 minutes, the restaurant-quality sides are available in
both four- and eight-count packages. SRPs are $3.40 and $6.65,
respectively.
Frozen Pasta
T. Marzetti (www.marzetti.
com), Columbus, Ohio, debuts
frozen pasta in microwaveable
steam pouches. Offered under
the Reames
brand,
Presto Pasta comes
in three varieties, Penne, Rotini and
Whole Grain Penne, to which consumers add their own sauce. Ready in as
little as 2 minutes, each is available in
two formats: 20-ounce family-size bags
and 20-ounce multi-packs with four
5-ounce packages. SRP is $3.49 to $3.99
for the family-size and $3.99 to $4.49
for the multi-packs.

UPFRONT

CONVENTION
CAMERA

Retail Patriot award winners were honored at an evening
reception during the convention. Winners have gone
‘above and beyond the call of duty’ in helping our troops,
veterans and their families. From l., Paul Chapa, event
organizer, and Warren Thayer, both of Frozen & Refrigerated
Buyer; Navy Captain Sarah Martin; Gold Star Mother Debbie
Austin; Dan Harder, Jud Wells and Larry Weidner of Kroger;
Phillip Worley of K-VA-T Food Stores; Mike Sigurdson of
Harris Teeter; and Isaac Wiese of Hy-Vee. Mark Tarzwell of
Ahold, another winner, had to leave the convention early.

Here are some scenes from last month’s convention of
the National Frozen & Refrigerated Foods Association
in Orlando. To see more, go to www.frbuyer.com, click
on News, and scroll down for the photos.

Bill Buckingham, l., of Athens Foods,
with Tom Boothby of Co-Sales.

Jack Acree of Saffron Road, l., with
Scott Poole of Premier Concepts.

Q

Len Recchione and Wing
Monge of Kahiki Foods.

James Allen of Premier
Sales & Marketing, l., with
Nate Fisher of Ingles.

Mike Ryan, l., and his son Jesse, both of Deep
Foods, with Dave Arrowood, Pictsweet.

Bob Holtcamp and Irena
Castle of T. Marzetti Company.

WELCH ELECTED
NFRA CHAIRMAN

David Welch, director of business support
of Jacksonville, Fla.-based BI-LO Holdings,
was elected chairman of the National Frozen
& Refrigerated Foods Association (NFRA) at
the group’s annual convention last month in
Orlando.
Other officers sworn in at NFRA’s 70th annual meeting were: Scott Rouse, Tyson Foods,
chairman-elect; Joy Sgro, Bozzuto’s, secretary;
Ray Tarnowski, Philadelphia Warehouse
& Cold Storage, treasurer; Dave Jones, Kellogg, vice chairman-frozen; and John Farmer,
Global Dairy Products Group, vice chairmanrefrigerated.
From l., Welch, Rouse, Farmer,
Sgro and Tarnowski.
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UPFRONT

RON SUCHECKI HAS A NEW HEART!

E

Suchecki on Oct. 20,
10 days after his heart
transplant. His son,
Ron Jr., sent us the
photo with a note:
‘These are not very
good camera phone
shots but considering
the subject, it was the
best we could do.’

arly on the morning of Oct. 10, doctors at
Baylor University Medical Center in Dallas
cracked open Ron Suchecki’s chest to give
him a new heart. Suchecki, the vp of retail sales
at Shenandoah, Pa.-based Ateeco (Mrs. T’s
Pierogies), hadn’t been feeling up to snuff the
last couple of years, huffing and puffing on stairs
that had never challenged him before.
Then one day at his doctor’s office, he went
into atrial fibrillation — “my heart was bouncing
around pretty hard,” he recalls. It wasn’t the first
time, or the last. In the months that followed, Ron
was put on a variety of meds that didn’t correct
the problem, had electric paddles applied to his
chest a few times, and even underwent two ablations — where a device is passed up through the
arteries into the heart to burn out faulty tissue
that may be triggering an abnormal rhythm.
No luck. Then one day, a team of doctors
passed around Ron’s echocardiogram and one of
them — “My doctor’s dad, he’s 75 but still practices a bit” — made sense of it all.
It turns out Ron had cardiac amyloidosis,
caused by deposits of an abnormal protein (amy-

loid) in the heart tissue, so it couldn’t
pump properly. Without a heart
transplant, your life expectancy can
be less than a year.
Ron and his wife Terry fought to
get him on transplant lists at several
different hospitals around the country. Things didn’t look too good until
a sudden phone call the night of Oct.
9. He’d been on the transplant list at
Baylor for only three days.
Yes, he’s doing fine now. No pain in
the chest whatever, but feeling a bit
weak, naturally. In the past, whenever
you asked Ron how he was doing,
he’d say “Excellent, but improving.”
For now, at least, the answer has
been changed to “Blessed, and highly
favored.”
If you want to get in touch, e-mail
him at sucheckir.t@att.net, or go to
www.caringbridge.org/visit/ronald
sucheckisr and follow a journal Terry
is keeping. Q —Warren Thayer

Q

MILK PRICING UP 35%
Here’s what happened, and what you can expect next.
BY MONICA GELINAS AND DENNIS COLLINS

A

s of the USDA’s September pricing, milk hit a
new record high price, up 35% from a year
ago. The irony is that in an environment of
lower input costs and high profit margins, production has not expanded as expected.
So what went awry?
First, having suffered losing operating margins in
recent years, producers chose to retire debt and make
postponed capital improvements this year instead of
increasing herd population.
Second, a surge in export demand this year depleted dairy inventories, driving cheese and butter prices
to record levels in September. The consequent spike
in milk demand (to make products) was not met with
a sufficient jump in supply.
But consumer price relief may be on the horizon.
Export demand has evaporated as the United States
priced itself out of the world market and a seasonal
drop-off in domestic demand for dairy products
should occur after the holiday season, improving
stocks and reducing prices.
The trend for full(er) fat across the board to support
“good taste” and “real food” is growing. Skimmed
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When Giant Eagle’s
Tony Hatok picked
up his Golden
Penguin award from
National Frozen
and Refrigerated
Foods Association
President Skip Shaw
at the group’s annual
convention last month,
he couldn’t resist taking a
selfie. It got the best laugh
of the evening. ‘When I
saw him coming up to the
stage with his cell phone, I
wondered why,’ recalls Skip.
‘It was great.’
milk items are being replaced by 2% and full fat, as we see in
the yogurt aisle. Even more decadent options in cream and
dairy is not being shunned. Likely, this trend will remain as
consumers opt for flavor. Q
Collins, a director at Trilateral, Inc., can be reached at
dcollins@trilatinc.com. Gelinas, founder of Grit Work LLC,
can be reached at monica@gritwork.com. They provide
purchasing and risk management advisory services to the
food industry.

THE DATABANK

TOP
FROZEN
BY PETER PENGUIN
During the 12 weeks ended
Sept. 7, sales of frozen foods
in supermarkets, drugstores,
mass merchants, military
commissaries and select
club and dollar stores
combined totaled $12.01 billion, a 0.8%
increase compared with the same period
a year ago, reports IRI (@iriworldwide),
a Chicago-based market research firm.
However, units fell 2.0% to 3.42 billion and
volume slid 1.7% to 5.16 billion. Percentage
of volume sold with merchandising
support tumbled 1.3 points to 40.7%.
For the 52 weeks ended Sept. 7, dollars
climbed 0.5% to $51.96 billion, but both
units and volume were down 1.2% to 15.11
billion and 21.67 billion, respectively.
Percentage of volume sold with
merchandising support edged up 0.1 points
to 39.4%.
Our chart shows the largest frozen
department subcategories, including the
leading manufacturers, for the 12 weeks
ended July 13.
Q

F A C T O I D S

29.7%

Dollar gain by cookie dough (to
$1,215,024), largest by a frozen
department subcategory with
at least $1 million in sales during the period. Private label and
Signature Foods’ Pick 5 brand
are driving the increase, but
expect significant additional
growth as Nestlé goes national
with its Tollhouse brand.

$2,030,543

Dollar sales racked up by Vita
Specialty Foods’ new Slush
Puppie ice pop novelties,
enough to grab the subcategory’s No. 6 spot. Its performance,
combined with gains by five of
the remaining top-10 brands,
helped advance total sales 7.1%
— a remarkable turnaround for
the once-struggling segment.

ICE CREAM
Private Label
Nestlé/Dreyer’s
Blue Bell Creameries
Good Humor/Breyers
Ben & Jerry’s
Wells’ Enterprises
Turkey Hill Dairy
Talenti
Friendly’s
Dean Foods

$1,317,308,544
$277,309,568
$244,216,320
$149,799,840
$125,934,064
$96,723,472
$96,494,944
$56,885,712
$43,405,372
$31,868,442
$29,833,216

2.7 359,683,936
(3.2) 87,405,384
(1.0) 65,572,016
4.3 33,732,492
6.1 34,300,888
10.7 25,224,596
(3.7) 22,799,688
5.6 19,968,848
75.0
9,955,652
4.4
11,673,461
8.2
7,097,797

0.5
(3.7)
1.3
(4.2)
(0.7)
4.9
(5.4)
4.7
67.1
3.8
7.4

1,098,609,664
328,780,352
146,048,384
100,989,424
97,557,160
25,390,370
113,956,256
59,355,376
10,354,988
35,020,384
37,447,608

NOVELTIES
Nestlé/Dreyer’s
Good Humor/Breyers
Private Label
Wells’ Enterprises
Mars
Blue Bell
Unilever Bestfoods
J & J Snack Foods
Ziegenfelder Ice Cream Co.
Ice Cream Specialties

$1,067,362,560
$287,192,640
$212,619,456
$126,516,432
$110,652,480
$46,670,984
$42,099,920
$30,541,240
$23,409,250
$16,980,504
$16,365,549

0.8 341,528,448
6.1 83,351,080
(2.7) 71,559,992
(9.0) 44,368,872
(7.2) 30,631,882
(3.9)
14,371,459
13.5
11,101,494
(1.4)
8,296,470
0.3
8,423,419
(2.5)
7,968,985
24.0
4,810,744

(1.7) 466,656,704
2.7 87,905,616
(2.3) 101,532,096
(11.8) 88,271,472
(5.7) 41,362,520
(2.5) 10,242,408
7.6 20,563,858
(1.1)
5,168,870
(4.1)
17,427,744
(3.5) 19,264,946
17.5
9,282,484

(1.9)
(4.7)
(0.2)
(1.2)
(3.9)
5.3
(3.7)
4.9
72.4
3.8
1.1
(0.9)
7.8
(1.7)
(8.5)
(7.0)
(3.7)
7.1
(3.0)
(1.2)
(4.6)
20.1

PIZZA
Nestlé USA
Schwan’s
Private Label
General Mills
Bernatello’s
Pinnacle Foods Group
Home Run Inn
Amy’s Kitchen
Palermo Villa
Newman’s Own

$965,297,408
$406,746,368
$200,804,912
$102,710,784
$102,150,848
$18,807,574
$14,515,829
$13,045,298
$12,990,322
$12,688,930
$12,641,586

1.2 303,090,240 (1.4) 303,142,720 (1.4)
(3.8) 90,817,904 (5.6) 110,877,248
(9.1)
3.2 53,956,292 (6.4) 66,558,936
(1.6)
4.0 33,004,408
0.1 36,053,664
2.7
10.0
79,121,776
8.9
54,136,184
16.1
33.5
4,828,749
7.0
5,022,416
19.7
(11.3) 14,502,304
(9.3) 4,826,406 (9.5)
(4.4)
2,342,029 (15.1)
3,148,225 (17.1)
12.9
2,061,471
13.2
1,527,747
13.8
(6.2)
2,719,953 (28.9)
2,859,824 (20.9)
3.0
2,146,813
3.6
1,836,377
2.7

SINGLE-SERVE DINNERS/ENTREES
ConAgra
Nestlé USA
Heinz
Bellisio Foods
Amy’s Kitchen
Pinnacle Foods Group
Windsor Foods
Atkins Nutritionals
Private Label
Birds Eye

$952,836,736
$279,510,720
$273,042,304
$90,926,968
$89,995,048
$47,572,760
$46,460,992
$17,642,592
$15,939,196
$11,617,244
$10,157,041

(2.5) 444,911,712
(1.9) 157,019,936
(12.3) 103,574,008
(10.7) 40,289,804
8.1 70,981,344
24.9
12,227,918
1.6
16,933,172
6.2
7,254,783
15.3
4,310,651
(12.4)
5,691,251
15.1
5,275,051

(4.8) 285,574,784
(2.8) 100,030,016
(15.7)
69,167,376
(12.0) 22,633,832
2.5 39,284,960
27.6
7,122,339
(0.3) 16,626,067
5.9
6,013,082
14.3
2,424,741
(9.7)
3,558,897
12.7
3,569,804

CHICKEN/CHICKEN SUBSTITUTE
Private Label
Tyson Foods
Perdue
Pilgrim’s Pride
Gold’n Plump
AdvancePierre
Gold Leaf of Nebraska
Heinz
Kellogg’s
Koch Foods

$764,659,584
$224,598,752
$198,080,128
$58,856,808
$53,586,136
$50,590,160
$19,717,060
$18,571,844
$13,691,214
$9,732,900
$6,013,027

(1.5)
0.4
(1.7)
(26.4)
(10.0)
14.9
3.0
13.1
(27.3)
(1.4)
0.1

117,031,472
32,081,456
25,915,912
9,848,770
8,654,016
8,317,455
2,980,114
2,573,385
2,726,029
2,592,827
1,389,348

(4.0) 330,427,104 (2.7)
(2.7) 91,012,880 (2.5)
(4.2) 81,936,616
(1.9)
(25.1) 21,516,290 (33.6)
(11.2) 37,070,448 (9.7)
9.2 14,221,940
7.7
(11.8)
3,379,455
(2.1)
9.6 25,733,848
9.6
(32.8)
2,437,681 (29.5)
(0.9)
1,703,025
0.2
(6.6)
1,613,464
4.1

PROCESSED CHICKEN/CHICKEN SUB $676,920,192
Tyson Foods
$283,147,232
Private Label
$137,356,528
Perdue
$73,924,304
ConAgra
$47,595,692
John Soules Foods
$23,695,014

0.0
(9.8)
12.2
12.2
(2.0)
29.1

113,829,312
41,582,140
21,398,320
14,949,401
10,587,333
5,682,724

(2.4) 172,998,656
(13.8)
71,513,776
5.5 36,044,160
12.4 16,122,489
0.8 16,399,942
30.4 4,060,872
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(4.0)
0.1
(15.3)
(13.4)
3.6
27.5
0.2
5.8
14.3
(11.3)
12.4

(2.5)
(12.9)
8.1
16.9
2.2
29.9
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4500

Number of calories consumed
by the average American on
Thanksgiving Day, according to the Caloric Control
Council. (Put back that
second slice of pie!)

-27.5%

Dollar loss by cranberry/
cranberry blends juice/drink
concentrates (to $1,590,515),
largest by a frozen subcategory with at least
$1 million in sales. The rest
of the frozen juice category
(-11.3%) didn’t fare much
better as all 10 subcategories
saw dollar sales fall.

1,791.2%

Dollar gain by private label
sauce/gravy/marinades (to
$246,467), largest by a store
brand frozen product. Its success, combined with strong
performances by Nos. 3 and 6,
Santiago’s and Louisa, helped
offset losses by six of the
top 10 brands, boosting total
subcategory sales 15.4%.

29%

Percentage of Americans
who believe “cloud computing” involves an actual cloud
and can be affected by bad
weather, according to a poll
by Wakefield Research.

-5.3%

Dollar loss by frozen soup (to
$6,613,998) — despite a 13.7%
increase in unit sales. The
discrepancy was triggered by
an influx of lower-priced,
single-serve products,
including those offered by
newcomer Weight Watchers
Smart Ones and, increasingly,
private label.

Foster Farms
Maxi
AdvancePierre
On-Cor
Pilgrim’s Pride

$23,143,220
$12,084,162
$11,983,382
$10,182,210
$4,437,330

16.6
2.1
(20.1)
0.7
(15.8)
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5,358,792
19.0
4,414,317
4.2
4,046,592 (29.2)
4,245,439
1.2
1,365,096 (13.7)

HANDHELD ENTREES (NON-BRKFST) $559,462,016
Nestlé USA
$193,887,856
Ruiz Foods
$75,360,264
Hillshire Brands
$41,295,592
J.M. Smucker
$34,944,744
White Castle
$32,064,578
Foster Farms
$25,713,068
Private Label
$22,516,794
AdvancePierre
$18,267,152
Windsor Foods
$16,182,229
Amy’s Kitchen
$13,962,848

(1.0) 172,296,000
(12.3) 60,992,688
7.3 24,090,684
3.5
7,410,338
9.1
7,454,077
27.6
5,716,387
4.4
4,285,322
(1.0) 10,087,462
14.7
6,989,025
7.7 10,701,888
9.7
5,391,500

(5.5) 179,218,768
(15.5) 54,502,880
3.0 40,920,744
14.6 14,859,616
7.1
7,047,557
27.3
6,781,727
7.0
11,714,237
(14.3)
6,819,032
8.1
4,723,708
13.4
5,398,774
9.6
2,016,569

(1.7)
(11.9)
5.6
4.1
10.3
21.2
7.6
(5.5)
10.7
0.6
9.1

MEAT (NO POULTRY)
Private Label
Eaves
Quaker Maid
Jensen
Hillshire Brands
Wis-Pak Foods
Steak-umm
AdvancePierre
Casa Di Bertacchi
Home Market Foods

$476,373,824
$160,887,952
$48,096,956
$22,427,356
$21,688,684
$15,116,182
$14,846,077
$11,049,384
$10,301,012
$8,912,184
$8,143,769

4.4 52,564,520
(0.6) 16,557,340
12.4
4,216,413
11.0
3,265,251
17.5
1,031,714
27.4
1,878,069
9.1
805,371
0.6
1,883,591
9.3
1,298,072
(6.0)
587,318
28.2
1,378,406

(1.2)
(9.7)
12.7
(1.5)
12.4
23.0
2.9
(1.0)
5.6
(7.3)
30.9

0.2
(7.9)
13.3
8.5
11.5
23.7
2.9
0.5
3.2
(7.4)
23.9

MULTI-SERVE DINNERS/ENTREES
Nestlé USA
ConAgra
Birds Eye
Private Label
Michael Angelo’s
On-Cor
Gourmet Express
Ajinomoto
Newman’s Own
Contessa

$418,725,568
$166,258,304
$88,583,168
$57,802,028
$21,862,964
$14,989,123
$13,445,116
$9,651,376
$7,359,939
$7,064,982
$3,094,980

0.3
(1.4)
(3.7)
11.7
1.8
17.4
(2.2)
(16.1)
(5.0)
8.3
(49.1)

APPETIZERS/SNACK ROLLS
General Mills
Ore-Ida
Delimex
Windsor Foods
Rich Products
Private Label
Heinz
Ruiz Foods
Schwan’s
ConAgra

$374,011,968
$122,731,456
$30,538,722
$29,058,518
$28,236,324
$25,538,904
$20,121,880
$18,275,212
$14,340,435
$12,891,210
$6,165,617

(2.8) 87,922,864
2.7
31,398,374
(0.1)
7,703,065
(4.6)
4,589,133
(9.3)
5,401,381
(6.7)
3,923,426
2.0
5,282,283
(12.5)
3,278,364
4.9
1,993,142
0.4
3,254,160
(34.3)
1,161,649

(5.3) 112,154,480
(2.0) 47,810,776
(2.2)
7,053,460
(5.9)
8,352,154
(15.5)
7,724,767
(17.2)
7,453,046
3.9
5,104,307
(11.2)
3,531,276
1.4
3,971,166
4.1
3,535,556
(41.2)
1,166,821

(2.9)
2.0
(1.6)
(13.3)
(9.7)
(11.4)
1.5
(13.0)
13.2
(2.5)
(33.1)

PLAIN POTATOES/FRIES/HSHBRWNS $334,828,064
Ore-Ida
$139,890,672
Private Label
$122,768,400
Alexia Foods
$20,997,454
ConAgra
$10,561,956
Lamb-Weston
$10,404,343
McCain
$8,053,957
Heinz
$6,059,196
J.R. Simplot
$3,072,982
Mr. Dell Foods
$2,416,105
Treasure Valley
$2,021,849

0.2 120,417,808
(6.6) 45,708,100
4.3 51,244,464
3.1
6,055,063
82.2
3,949,912
11.4
3,874,650
(11.5)
2,869,372
0.7
331,659
3.0
1,639,972
1.7
766,823
(13.9)
1,065,765

(1.2) 246,583,040
(10.2) 87,545,888
4.4 109,262,872
3.4
9,375,946
88.6
5,667,308
8.4
7,849,364
(13.7)
4,518,237
(0.1)
9,949,775
1.0
3,289,560
(0.5)
1,673,077
(27.7)
2,197,197

0.6
(4.8)
3.0
10.8
81.8
9.0
(13.4)
(0.1)
1.2
(1.4)
(18.3)

* Product has been in distribution less than one year.
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3,865,938
15.4
1,446,281 (0.3)
2,527,615 (24.8)
2,981,902
0.7
652,640 (12.2)

137,612,112
46,553,132
9,841,245
6,204,310
7,582,905
2,395,314
4,832,225
2,065,473
2,324,092
3,519,214
2,443,707

67,175,896 (4.2) 141,778,352 (3.0)
21,621,132 (10.9)
58,517,192 (8.4)
15,746,633 (2.2) 25,802,948
(5.1)
12,363,871
8.4 20,404,722
14.9
2,977,982
(2.7)
9,390,558
9.3
1,553,499
13.2
4,023,737
21.2
4,617,987 (5.4)
7,951,751 (4.8)
1,884,235 (22.9)
3,462,102 (19.0)
822,933
(7.7)
2,281,439 (0.4)
1,034,425
9.2
1,485,070
8.8
478,028 (50.5)
666,845 (50.9)

Q

®

In  celebration  of  our  50th  anniversary,  
we  are  donating  50,000  pizzas  to  food  banks  
across  the  country  and  sampling  at  select  retailers.  
Thank  you  for  50  amazing  years!  

Tour  Dates
September  
Paul’s Pantry, Green Bay, WI
Hunger Task Force, Milwaukee, WI
October
Harvesters Community Food Network, Kansas City, MO
Greater Chicago Food Depository, Chicago, IL
Feeding America, Grand Rapids, MI
November
Food Bank of Central & Eastern North Carolina, Raleigh-Durham, NC
Second Harvest Food Bank of Metrolina Inc., Charlotte, NC
Nourishment Network, Jacksonville, FL
Feeding America Tampa Bay Inc., Tampa, FL

palermospizza.com/50th-anniversary

®

Our  Mission  is  to  Deliver  a  Great  Pizza  Experience
stockpalermos.com
palermospizza.com

3301  West  Canal  Street
Milwaukee,  WI    53208

THEDATABANK
DATABANK
THE
DATABANK
THE

TOP
DAIRY
BY BESSIE BOVINE
During the 12 weeks ended
Sept. 7, sales of dairy products in
supermarkets, drugstores, mass
merchants, military commissaries
and select club and dollar stores
combined registered $17.56 billion, a 5.5%
increase compared with the same period
a year ago, reports Chicago-based market
research firm IRI (@IRIworldwide). However,
units fell 0.9% to 6.40 billion and volume
tumbled 5.0% to 54.46 billion. Percentage
of volume sold with merchandising support
dropped 3.2 points to 38.2%.
For the 52 weeks ended Sept. 7, dollars
jumped 3.9% to $76.59 billion, while
units edged up 0.4% to 28.57 billion. But
volume was down 2.2% to 237.04 billion,
and percentage of volume sold with
merchandising support fell 1.0 point to
36.3%.
Our chart shows the largest dairy
department subcategories, including the
leading manufacturers, for the 12 weeks
ended Sept. 7. Manufacturers with less than
$500,000 in sales are not listed.

F A C T O I D S

48.8%

Dollar gain by coffee concentrates (to $912,929), second
largest by a refrigerated subcategory. Though top-seller New
Orleans Coffee Co. registered
a 19.1% increase, the advance
was driven by the entry of five
new brands, including one from
beverage industry behemoth
Coca-Cola. So keep an eye on
this one.

103.9%

Dollar gain by private label
almond milk (to $20,154,372),
largest by a store brand refrigerated product with at least
$1 million in sales. But it wasn’t
even the subcategory’s biggest
— or second-biggest — gainer.
Silk Pure Almond Light and
Califia Farms saw their sales
jump 531.3% and
258.6%, respectively.
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SKIM/LOWFAT MILK
Private Label
HP Hood
Dean Foods
Whitewave Foods
Prairie Farms Dairy
Hiland Dairy
Kemps
Organic Valley
Oak Farms Dairy
Borden

$2,214,707,968
$1,429,525,376
$97,068,392
$81,122,992
$76,761,456
$40,749,900
$34,907,788
$25,151,266
$22,032,318
$20,031,672
$18,801,766

2.1 686,356,736
3.2 457,470,400
5.2 23,831,384
(2.2) 26,018,498
5.1
16,516,778
9.3 12,953,560
3.1 10,622,242
(1.5)
8,165,553
4.7
4,852,714
12.7
6,105,630
(26.3)
5,397,097

(5.3) 4,366,190,080
(4.6) 3,079,137,280
1.6 107,944,656
(9.5) 171,128,720
2.7 73,777,552
(0.8) 80,157,680
(4.7) 61,599,272
(10.0) 49,343,348
0.1 20,891,678
6.5 39,802,360
(33.4) 26,233,890

(5.8)
(5.1)
2.5
(9.7)
0.9
(2.5)
(7.2)
(9.1)
1.0
7.6
(39.8)

YOGURT
$1,694,456,704
1.3 1,173,769,472
IRI is unable to supply the top-10 yogurt manufacturers.

(2.0) 769,915,840

(2.5)

FRESH EGGS
Private Label
Eggland’s Best
Country Creek Farms
Cal Maine Foods
Sunny Farms
R.W. Sauder
Dutch Farms
Pete & Gerry’s
Hillandale Farms
Donner

2.5
1.9
13.4
5.6
0.1
1.2
(1.5)
(15.2)
49.7
2.0
(15.8)

$1,216,198,144
$639,772,096
$182,516,896
$104,948,384
$34,312,432
$29,049,312
$14,073,306
$11,783,601
$11,428,702
$10,929,468
$7,995,743

13.3 473,093,856
13.6 272,134,816
15.3 55,687,720
17.1 38,581,556
13.3
10,100,138
8.9
11,489,074
10.6
4,424,420
(3.1)
6,440,001
46.9
2,942,558
7.3
5,262,508
(0.2)
3,245,225

2.1
1.0
12.8
4.5
6.5
(0.2)
(2.1)
(16.7)
42.2
(3.4)
(10.2)

NATURAL SHREDDED CHEESE $1,002,348,672
Private Label
$579,814,016
Kraft
$213,553,120
Sargento
$83,823,400
Crystal Farms
$30,630,098
Dairy Farmers of America
$21,412,544
Schreiber Foods
$12,410,690
Saputo Cheese
$9,760,834
Belgioioso
$6,169,773
Tillamook County Creamery
$5,601,774
Dutch Farms
$4,725,022

10.0 296,630,176
8.6 167,366,576
9.2 65,957,048
3.8 24,990,628
13.2 10,400,527
14.8
7,949,419
435.7
4,582,307
8.2 2,800,402
8.7
1,465,812
3.6
1,435,556
37.7
1,990,646

(0.6) 202,123,488
0.5
(3.0) 128,149,168
(1.7)
(0.4) 36,902,280
0.5
(6.6) 13,627,024 (5.7)
(0.4)
6,034,166
0.8
3.6 4,230,085
4.4
345.6
3,289,431 500.8
4.2
1,131,158
3.3
4.1
495,376
2.6
1.6
963,478
3.9
30.0
1,107,080 29.9

WHOLE MILK
Private Label
WhiteWave
Dean Foods
HP Hood
Hiland Dairy
Prairie Farms Dairy
Oak Farms Dairy
Borden
Organic Valley
Garelick Farms

$976,666,112
$605,261,312
$41,368,664
$27,910,048
$26,087,302
$19,588,176
$16,468,840
$15,609,777
$14,823,406
$9,427,106
$7,990,801

9.9 295,557,568
11.1 187,561,120
22.4
9,036,359
3.7
8,705,448
12.6
6,343,555
5.0
5,867,609
27.7
5,167,104
18.2
4,827,747
(24.1)
4,424,114
28.8
2,074,828
7.2
2,726,218

2.1 1,865,016,832 1.5
3.0 1,264,276,480 2.4
19.3 39,680,576
17.9
(3.9) 58,826,336 (3.2)
8.9 30,260,484
9.9
(3.6) 32,391,208 (6.4)
17.0 30,226,372 12.0
12.3 31,044,944
12.9
(31.8)
21,819,718 (38.9)
23.8
9,148,901 24.8
(0.9) 13,794,386 (3.9)

NATURAL CHUNKS
Private Label
Kraft
Tillamook County Creamery
Cabot Creamery
Lactalis
Bel Brands
Belgioioso
Cacique
Crystal Farms
Heluva Good

$812,159,744
$281,322,240
$101,712,960
$51,331,520
$39,632,912
$32,992,534
$30,897,630
$29,951,708
$24,859,780
$20,775,978
$9,435,165

6.8 204,418,912
7.3 74,849,432
5.7 30,798,304
15.3
9,134,952
10.5 10,866,992
(1.0)
6,357,838
(1.2)
6,597,756
9.4
5,881,499
21.9
7,569,842
0.9
7,670,170
(5.6)
3,882,805

1.6 144,793,184
(0.0) 60,508,308
(1.1) 17,387,236
13.5
10,158,219
7.2
7,057,111
(0.7)
4,747,488
(2.5) 2,865,077
5.4
3,341,447
23.8
5,771,526
(6.5) 4,096,623
(13.1)
1,955,549

$650,906,368
$185,658,240
$143,161,632
$111,855,840

(4.1) 190,914,032
(6.2) 47,871,640
2.3 39,895,376
(5.6) 38,670,032

(7.2) 12,793,390,080 (8.3)
(8.5) 3,058,132,992 (10.9)
1.7 2,367,152,128
1.4
(11.2) 3,112,486,400 (11.9)

ORANGE JUICE
Tropicana Dole Beverages
Simply Orange
Private Label

NOVEMBER 2014

6,931,416,064
3,915,667,968
732,191,936
644,604,800
222,549,760
183,613,824
94,500,000
81,183,872
32,145,152
70,374,896
49,328,592

(1.1)
(2.3)
(0.7)
6.9
4.6
2.1
(3.4)
1.0
22.1
(5.5)
(11.7)

Q

Q

F A C T O I D S

12.0%

Dollar gain by all other side
dishes (to $31,237,598), despite a
6.1% loss by top-seller Bob Evans.
Eight of the remaining nine top
brands saw sales rise by double
— or in Nasoya’s case —
triple digits.

5.9

Years the average dollar bill
remains in circulation. Despite
its low value, the dollar bill’s
lifespan is actually longer than
that of a $5 (4.9 years), $10
(4.2 years) or $50 (3.7 years). The
denomination with the longest
lifespan is the $100 (15 years)
since people tend to hang
on to them.

-12.5%

Dollar loss by processed/imitation cheese loaf (to $59,031,280),
one of the largest refrigerated
categories to post a double-digit
loss. On the flip side, the shredded processed cheese subcategory registered a 25.6% gain,
suggesting consumers would
rather pay a little more for
value-added.

90%

Percentage of Americans who
believe they’re eating a healthy
diet — despite the fact that
more than a third of the population is obese, according to
Consumer Reports.

-4.1%

Dollar loss by orange juice
(to $650,906,368), the largest
refrigerated subcategory to see
sales fall during the most recent
12 weeks. Four of the top five
brands registered declines, but
No. 2 Simply Orange posted
a 2.3% gain.

Citrus World
Coca Cola
Sweeney Enterprises
Johanna Foods
Dean Foods
Odwalla
Hiland Dairy
BUTTER/BUTTER BLENDS
Private Label
Land O’Lakes
Challenge Dairy Products
Keller’s Creamery
Irish Dairy Board
Crystal Farms
Tillamook County Creamery
Cabot Creamery
Darigold
Dairy Farmers of America

$86,263,544
$80,006,112
$8,112,805
$4,300,653
$3,184,169
$2,924,024
$2,117,970

(5.1)
(5.0)
(12.3)
9.0
(5.1)
(11.2)
(5.2)

24,760,506
24,867,544
3,272,623
1,987,642
1,051,932
523,841
814,684

(11.4) 1,603,468,416
(4.2) 1,690,304,000
(22.1) 193,084,768
8.5 115,809,776
(7.4) 83,855,456
(13.4) 27,190,490
(7.9) 60,077,196

(9.5)
(5.0)
(22.1)
8.3
(6.6)
(15.2)
(6.8)

$526,327,552
$263,557,664
$156,466,304
$23,110,356
$13,722,068
$8,709,376
$8,449,774
$7,287,114
$5,458,095
$3,396,459
$3,153,668

16.2 140,929,184
14.4 69,764,440
18.2 42,407,568
37.1
6,147,993
0.0
4,274,979
68.9
2,313,022
15.5
2,406,132
(4.0)
1,740,794
(8.4)
1,421,257
(19.2)
881,472
36.8
1,020,268

(3.9) 137,801,808 (3.6)
(10.8) 78,442,840 (7.9)
8.0 34,939,816
8.1
19.4
5,404,616
21.3
(15.5)
3,042,108 (19.8)
63.0
1,166,300 68.6
(5.4)
2,303,211
(6.1)
(25.6)
1,740,794 (25.6)
(27.5)
1,382,780 (29.4)
(45.4)
881,351 (44.8)
33.1
580,808
14.7

PRCSSD/IMITATION CHEESE-SLICES $490,237,856
Kraft
$281,998,656
Private Label
$132,367,184
Dairy Farmers of America
$39,971,872
Land O’Lakes
$8,236,974
Crystal Farms
$6,430,738
Galaxy Nutritional
$3,024,516
Schreiber Foods
$2,844,690
Bongards’ Creameries
$1,948,993
Great Lakes Cheese
$1,843,026
Boar’s Head/Brunckhorst
$1,803,186

3.8 145,282,784
3.8 76,578,816
1.2
41,767,464
6.4 16,883,420
19.2
1,210,947
3.6
1,746,713
(11.7)
905,293
65.8
1,000,206
14.2
231,599
(15.7)
1,197,172
38.6
299,438

(5.9) 133,235,520
(5.4) 72,189,272
(11.0) 39,724,020
0.9 12,458,814
6.0
1,713,996
(7.5)
1,680,967
(13.3)
412,402
97.8
836,679
(3.0)
505,678
(1.2)
906,068
28.5
149,719

(6.2)
(5.5)
(11.0)
(0.1)
14.1
(6.3)
(13.0)
92.8
(2.7)
(15.5)
28.5

NATURAL SLICES
Private Label
Sargento
Kraft
Tillamook County Creamery
Belgioioso
Crystal Farms
Dairy Farmers of America
Boar’s Head/Brunckhorst
Land O’Lakes
Alpine Lace

$468,495,936
$185,428,912
$125,437,648
$48,143,208
$18,458,830
$14,606,386
$12,215,990
$8,842,755
$6,195,786
$4,920,908
$4,073,430

13.2 138,904,240
15.7 59,006,192
6.8 39,180,768
18.5 17,160,086
11.5
3,841,086
10.7
2,249,599
16.5
3,446,886
29.9
3,182,306
31.5
977,776
0.9
1,172,181
(6.3)
813,308

6.0 73,209,296
6.2 31,779,250
(2.2) 18,308,600
21.7 8,204,866
11.5 2,825,966
0.2
2,159,816
14.8
1,859,973
22.3
1,419,648
22.9
479,903
(4.2)
547,638
(9.3)
427,880

4.9
5.4
(2.8)
21.6
4.0
(2.4)
10.2
18.3
22.9
(4.2)
(9.6)

COFFEE CREAMER
Nestlé USA
WhiteWave
Private Label
HP Hood
Turtle Mountain
Bay Valley Foods
Shamrock Foods
Darigold

$443,694,144
$248,924,384
$119,318,272
$42,600,616
$25,154,826
$3,236,041
$2,110,789
$1,026,627
$771,200

8.3 143,393,728
5.2 275,158,688
9.6
7.7 73,804,400
6.4 149,261,248
9.7
10.6 40,402,168
7.8 73,323,376
11.8
9.7
16,527,710
4.0 33,465,670
9.6
0.3
9,907,416 (10.9)
14,424,181
2.0
61.0
1,241,821 53.0
1,348,955 64.3
(14.8)
598,870 (11.2)
1,657,753 (17.1)
6.3
397,496
4.4
794,992
4.4
(19.7)
248,119 (26.0)
496,235 (24.0)

MARGARINE/SPREADS
Unilever Bestfoods
ConAgra
Boulder Brands
Private Label
Land O’Lakes
Earth Balance
Ventura Foods
Olivio
McNeil Consumer Healthcare
Heart Light

$347,509,056
$202,681,232
$62,899,336
$35,331,544
$18,723,282
$9,090,692
$7,200,426
$4,089,435
$3,720,639
$1,822,192
$724,305

(2.4) 152,690,304
2.4 77,699,048
(7.0) 41,407,080
(15.3) 10,498,001
(7.2)
11,298,267
(12.7)
4,198,425
18.2
1,736,204
2.3
2,891,117
(7.4)
1,628,825
(15.2)
396,922
(4.4)
297,394
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(3.4) 207,870,640
3.4 116,531,088
(9.5) 50,200,260
(17.1) 11,600,863
(8.6)
17,181,024
(11.9)
4,173,111
20.4
1,560,129
8.2
4,019,069
(6.9)
1,375,303
(14.3)
198,461
(4.3)
297,394

(2.9)
1.9
(8.5)
(14.9)
(6.6)
(11.8)
19.8
1.3
(8.3)
(14.3)
(4.3)
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MAY I SEE YOUR
PAPERS, PLEASE?
Retailers struggle to keep up with the recordkeeping
requirements pertaining to refrigerant leaks.
BY MICHAEL GARRY

G

cept that retailers are compelled to take corrective measures only for annual leak rates of 35% or more; California
requires action on all leaks. However, the Environmental
Protection Agency has proposed reducing the “trigger
rate” for corrective action to 20%.
Costco Wholesale Corp., Issaquah, Wash., recently ran
afoul of Section 608’s leak repair and recordkeeping requirements and in September agreed in a settlement with
the EPA and Department of Justice to pay $335,000 in
penalties. It also has to improve refrigerant management
at 274 stores at an estimated cost of $2 million during the
next three years.
So regardless of where a retailer is based, it has to
maintain accurate records on leaks or face the prospect of
significant fines. The topic raised hackles for many of the
panelists.

rappling with refrigeration leaks has long
plagued food retailers, but for many it’s not the
leaks as much as the recordkeeping of repairs
and servicing that keeps them up at night.
“My concerns are not the leaks — we have electronic
controls and certified techs performing the (repair) work
ELECTRONIC SYSTEMS
— but the actual recordkeeping,” said Randy Walthers,
Most retailers have invested in electronic recordkeeping
manager, energy/utilities, Raley’s Supermarkets, West
Sacramento, Calif. “When (government officials) come in systems to help comply with federal or state rules on refrigerants. In Raley’s case, Walthers selected the TrakRef
and ask to see your leak rate documentation, what were
system from Polar Technology, Brentwood, Tenn., as the
your last two leaks and your follow-up, you have to have
tool its in-house service technicians
all of that ready and available.”
use to track refrigerants. The techniWalthers was one of seven supercians enter data into a maintenance
market refrigeration executives in the
program as well as TrakRef. However,
first annual Refrigeration-MerchandisRaley’s is implementing enterprise
ing Panel Discussion, hosted by Frozen
software from SAP, which links to
& Refrigerated Buyer on Sept. 10 in
TrakRef and enables technicians to
St. Louis. Other retailers represented
dispense with the maintenance proincluded Target, Giant Eagle, Dorothy
gram. SAP charges each store for parts
Lane Market, Whole Foods Market,
while keeping a record of inventory.
Save Mart Supermarkets and Lowe’s
To fulfill its state mandate, Raley’s
Markets. The event was sponsored by
has to submit an annual report on its
Hillphoenix, Emerson Climate Techleak history to the California Air Renologies and EOS Climate.
sources Board (CARB). The chain uses
California-based Raley’s has to abide
CARB’s web-based refrigerant registraby the state’s Refrigerant Management
tion and reporting system (R3) to make
Program, which has some of the strictits submissions. Initially, Walthers
est rules in the country pertaining to
hand-typed information into R3,
refrigerant leak repair and recordkeepbut now downloads the information
ing. Retailers with 50 pounds or more
through the TrakRef system, which
of traditional synthetic refrigerants
makes sure that the data aligns with
(which typically have a high global
‘Drusilla Hufford from EPA
CARB’s requirements. “(CARB) is trywarming potential, or GWP) must
came in and said here’s what
ing to update (the program) and keep it
conduct regular leak inspections and
we’re proposing.’ — Paul
fresh, but when they do a change, they
repair leaks within varying time periAnderson, Target.
don’t broadcast it out,” said Walthers.
ods (14 to 120 days). Otherwise, they
“And that’s what you really have to
must prepare a retrofit or retirement
watch out for, making sure that your program is up to
plan for systems that have not been amenable to repair.
Records must be maintained on all leak repairs and other date with the R-3 program.”
Walthers has also started equipping technicians with
servicing of refrigeration systems.
iPads to scan the ID tags on refrigerant cylinders and
“Every pound of gas has to be accounted for — when
associated refrigeration systems, and then download the
you put it in and a follow-up leak check,” said Walthers.
information in R3.
“And you have to have documentation available at every
Notwithstanding Raley’s digital enhancements, technistore.”
cians continue to enter refrigerant information manually
At the federal level, Section 608 of the Clean Air Act
into a logbook in the machine room. “The techs check the
calls for similar attention to leaks and recordkeeping, ex-
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logbook to see what the last guy did,” said Walthers. This
occurs at stores operated by Lowe’s Markets, Littlefield,
Texas, as well. “The techs carry their logbooks; they need
to protect their certification,” said Gary Cooper, director
of refrigeration.
Lowe’s does manual leak checks quarterly, using a
liquid level indicator and leak detection at some sites.
It supplements that
routine by checking for
leaks during preventive maintenance “and
any other chance when
we’re already in the
store,” said Cooper.
He believes the most
effective way to design
a leak-tight store is to
use short refrigerant
pipe runs, reduce the
number of pipe welds,
and keep the amount
of refrigerant at risk to
a minimum.
Beyond just recording data, the retailers’
recordkeeping soft‘So far, I haven’t been
ware also helps them
warned of any missing
track and manage their
documentation. But it
refrigerants. “I get
does scare you.’ — Randy
both a weekly report
Walthers, Raley’s.
and my monthly summary,” said Cooper.
“The monthly summary is the one I find most informative; it really highlights issues with our sites. We’ve had
a couple of catastrophic failures on top of normal leak
issues and that data allows me to focus on solutions.”
Minneapolis-based Target’s refrigerant management
software helps the chain to “understand how the contractors are performing and the overall performance of
each store,” said Paul Anderson, senior group manager,
engineering. “We also look for trends in different system
types and run dashboards on a monthly basis.”

GIANT EAGLE’S RESPONSE
At Giant Eagle, Pittsburgh, recordkeeping on refrigerant leaks is tied to cost monitoring software and leak
detection systems. “Our leak detection management is
our recordkeeping,” said Brad Morris, manager of engineering. “We’ll detect a leak, and record the leak and the
volume of gas refrigerant put back in.” In addition, the
leak data will be used to assess asset performance and
contractor maintenance. A back-end database, he noted,
is an unusual feature in a leak detection system.
Keilly Witman, owner of KW Refrigerant Management
Strategy, formerly head of the EPA’s GreenChill Partnership and a co-moderator of the panel, asked whether
panelists were comfortable relying on technicians —

especially from third-party contractors — to do their
recordkeeping when the liability for accurate leak records
rests with the retailer.
Walthers acknowledged being concerned about the
accuracy of reports filed by Raley’s in-house technicians,
several of which he has had to explain to the EPA. “We
have to depend on our mechanics to put in the right
information and follow up,” he said. “So far, I haven’t been
warned of any missing documentation. But it does scare
you.” He expects the new web-based systems will lead to
better recordkeeping.
To make sure that it’s compliant regarding recordkeeping, Whole Foods Market is “constantly following up with
the contractors,” said Mike Ellinger, global maintenance
and refrigeration coordinator. “We’d rather have the
burden on the contractor if we could, but we understand
it falls back to us.” The EPA, he added, should place some
emphasis on contractors “to ensure they are as responsible for compliance as we are.”
Dorothy Lane Market, a three-store food retailer based
in Dayton, Ohio, relies on a second-generation local
contractor. “We feel very safe with them as far as doing
this,” said Ed Flohre, store director and director of special
projects. What’s helped Flohre become more of a partner
with the contractor
is his company’s
membership in the
EPA’s GreenChill
program, which
has educated him
on leak rates and
recordkeeping.
Dorothy Lane
schedules fourhour leak checks
every week with
its refrigeration
contractor, which
charges a lower
rate for this arrangement than
for the previous
‘We feel very safe with
monthly visit.
our local contractor.’ — Ed
Many small
Flohre, Dorothy Lane Market.
retailers, noted
Flohre, are lax
about leaks. According to his refrigeration contractor,
those retailers “think paying for a leak after it happens is
cheaper than having a program where (technicians) come
out regularly to check for leaks. So the cost dynamic
would have to change before they would actively put in a
program for leak checking.”
Retailers’ leak maintenance and recordkeeping burden
would increase significantly if the EPA lowers the trigger
rate for repairs from 35% to 20%, as it proposed in 2010.
There’s been no action yet, but panelists remain concerned.
Continued on page 20
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ADVERTORIAL

NEW CASE CONTROL SYSTEMS SAVE $$

R

Moving controls directly into cases and adding electronic expansion valves
is saving retailers serious cash, reports Emerson Climate Technologies.
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Walthers of Raley’s believes the national rate should be Cooper, director of refrigeration. During remodels or in
lowered gradually rather than set at 20% because most
new construction, Lowe’s can submeter particular elecof the country is not as far along as
trical circuits, notably air-conditioning
California when it comes to refrigerand lighting.
At one of its three stores, Dorothy
ant management regulations. “For
Lane Market, Dayton, Ohio, has a hardthe EPA to force this reduction to
wired monitoring system that signals
20% in so short a time, I don’t think
when a case is out of a predetermined
it can be done. I think it’s going to be
temperature range. “From there the
really harmful to the small independstore director tries to figure out if it’s a
ent grocers,” he said. “You’re going to
fan motor or low on gas,” said Ed Flohre,
have a lot of stores closing because of
store director and director of special
these fines and the cost to change out
projects. Dorothy Lane is looking at
the gas.”
installing a Bluetooth-enabled monitor
Imposing a 20% trigger rate will
at its other two stores.
ultimately impact consumers and the
All three of Dorothy Lane’s stores
prices they pay at the shelf, said Ray
also employ an “old school” approach to
Agah, vp of engineering & construcmonitoring, checking cases three times
tion, Save Mart, Modesto, Calif.
‘We’d rather have the burden
Like many retailers, he believes
a day, said Flohre. This gives managers a
on the contractor if we could,
economic incentives alone are suffichance to prevent arbitrary changes in
but we understand it falls
cient for retailers to control refrigerant
settings as well as check on employees.
back to us.’ — Mike Ellinger,
Sometimes technicians change
leaks. Beyond the cost of lost refrigerWhole Foods Market.
system settings in ways that hamper
ant, leaks compromise refrigeration
performance. To prevent that from
and cause product losses, he noted.
happening, Lowe’s reduces techs’ access
While he acknowledged the need for
level to controls, limiting it to supervisors. If a change
some regulation, “going radically like that is going to hurt
is required, in-house personnel and third-party vendors
the business.”
Retailers such as Giant Eagle, which has worked on
make Cooper’s staff aware of it. “Of course, there are
reducing its leak rates to well below the 20% level, would
ways around that, but
be at a competitive advantage if the trigger rate were set
it does make it easier to
at 20%, pointed out Morris. In the tight-margin food
determine who made the
industry, other retailers would have to invest in changes
change,” he said.
Raley’s Supermarhis company has already made. But Giant Eagle would be
kets, West Sacramento,
impacted “marginally” in the voluntary carbon market
Calif., also closely manwhere the industry average leak rate is used as a benchages technicians’ ability
mark and the chain’s lower rate earns it carbon credits.
Though EPA regulatory actions may be hard to predict, to change settings. “If you
the agency has at least stepped up its communications
have the right controls and
with the food industry, said Target’s Anderson. “We’re
the right group of people
seeing more public communication in forums like (the
monitoring your controls,
Food Marketing Institute’s Energy & Store Development
then if a tech goes out
Conference) where Drusilla Hufford from EPA came in
and changes a case two
and said here’s what we’re proposing and having an open
degrees, in 30 minutes
discussion with the industry. I like that.” Q
it’s going to come back to
where it was before,” said
Randy Walthers, manager,
energy/utilities. In addi‘That (leak) data allows
tion, he said, a technician
me to focus on solutions.”
Energy usage and case performance are key.
who alters a setting can
— Gary Cooper, Lowe’s
In addition to keeping a close eye on leaks, retailers focus be identified by his log-in
Markets.
attention on energy usage and case performance.
information, and required
Lowe’s Markets, Littlefield, Texas, for example, emto explain why he made
ploys current transformers (CTs) and transducers to
the change.
monitor the energy used at each compressor rack. “Once
“The right program to manage your refrigerant in your
we build a database, we can do comparisons (between)
stores will pay for itself,” added Walthers. Q
like stores with different configurations,” said Gary
—Michael Garry
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THE FINAL WORD

ON R-22

EPA’s determination means a lot less virgin refrigerant
will be available. But nobody knows how much R-22 has
been stockpiled, or what will happen to pricing.
BY KEILLY WITMAN

A

few weeks ago, the EPA issued its final determination on the amount of virgin R-22 allowed
to be produced and/or imported in the United
States from 2015
through the end
of 2019. This
determination is
what everyone
with an interest
in refrigerants has
been waiting for.
Chemical manufacturers, refrigerant reclaimers,
and refrigerant
end-users had
been metaphorically holding their
breath until this
EPA rule was
issued. Those who
Keilly Witman
weren’t holding
their breath were
sighing and saying “Just tell us what’s going to happen
already.”
So now we know.

HALF AS MUCH R-22
There is going to be less R-22 than there could have been.
In fact, the EPA is allowing only half as much R-22 as it
could have allowed in 2015 and then decreasing linearly
the amount it will allow every year from that lower starting point.
Evidently, the EPA feels that there is too much R-22 on
the market. In order for the R-22 phaseout to work the
way it should in theory, the price of virgin R-22 needs to
start rising. Those with equipment that leaks a lot of R-22
will find it cheaper to retrofit that equipment to use a
different refrigerant, or to replace the old equipment with
new. Those with R-22 equipment that is leak-free can continue to use R-22 into eternity, as long as that equipment
stays leak-free. People who don’t have to purchase R-22
for leak replacement don’t care how high the price goes.

Until that equipment leaks, that is.
What’s unknown is the amount of R-22 that commercial refrigeration and industrial refrigeration end-users
have stockpiled. Will they keep that refrigerant for their
own use, or eventually sell it back into the market after
reclamation? There is no doubt that some supermarket
companies have a lot of R-22 stockpiled. The EPA doesn’t
know how much. The EPA has a general idea of how
much is in banks with
reclaimers, and they have
information on how much
has been sent to reclaimers over the past years,
but they don’t have much
of an idea of how much
unreclaimed used refrigerant from end-users’ own
systems is being stored
out there.
Short of commanding
every commercial and
industrial R-22 end-user to provide data on the amount of
R-22 they are stockpiling, the EPA has no way of figuring
out that number. And that number is the key to the R-22
phaseout working the way it’s supposed to. The EPA asked
some supermarkets to voluntarily divulge how much they
were storing, but who knows whether supermarkets told
the truth, and who knows whether those supermarkets
were representative of the industry. If you knew that EPA
was asking you to tell them how much R-22 you had, so
that they could accurately cut R-22 production to force
prices higher, would you be open and honest with that
information?

‘If I expected to
still be an R-22
end-user over the
next few years, I’d
certainly be sure
that I had my own
stockpile.’

A VOLATILE MARKET
Imagine a scenario where R-22 prices go up, and then
down again a few months later because a few supermarkets have each reclaimed and sold 30,000 pounds of R-22
into the market. And then the price goes up again, and
then it goes down again. A market like that would be very
volatile, with end-users having no clue whether to buy or
sell refrigerant at any point in time.
I have no idea whether that is going to happen. But if
I expected to still be an R-22 end-user over the next few
years, I’d certainly be sure that I had my own stockpile
that met all of my own R-22 needs. That way, I’d be able
to thumb my nose at anything that happens with R-22
availability and pricing in the future. At least I’d have
certainty. And that is worth a whole lot. Q
Keilly Witman (keilly@kwrms.com, 202-817-4430) is
the owner of KW Refrigerant Management Strategy and
former head of EPA’s GreenChill Partnership, which she
launched in 2007 and led until 2013. She is a contributing
editor at Frozen & Refrigerated Buyer.
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Private
Label
It’s gonna take a lot more
than low prices and a single
national brand equivalent
tier to get store brand sales
growing again.
BY DENISE LEATHERS

ince 2012, private label dollar growth
has barely outpaced national brand
growth. And store brand unit sales are
actually falling faster. Some of that can
be attributed to the impact of rising commodity costs, which helped boost private label
dollar share across channels 0.1 point to 17.7%,
though unit share fell 0.2 points to 21.1% (see
our chart on pages 28 and 29). What can retailers do to turn it around? We asked a panel of
experts to weigh in.
Here are some thoughts from Todd Hale,
former vp of consumer and shopper insights
for Nielsen, now principal at Todd Hale, LLC,
Cincinnati; Bob Shaw, president/CEO of Concentric Marketing, Charlotte, N.C.; Christine
Bellamo, director of dairy and frozen global
business development at Daymon Worldwide,
Stamford, Conn.; Jon Hauptman, partner at
Willard Bishop, Barrington, Ill.; and Craig Espelien, CPG industry consultant, Minneapolis.

FRB: Aside from rising commodity
costs (and an attendant reduction in
promotional support), what else is
causing private label’s standstill?

Hale: This is not a new trend as private brand
shares have been fairly flat since 2012. (National) brands are hanging tough and in some
instances are out-innovating private brands...
And some retailers just aren’t doing all they
can to develop their private brands. While
“best of breed” private label retailers have
shares well above the average, private label development for many other retailers, large and
small, is below average.

FRB: Given private label’s importance,
what can retailers do to help jumpstart
growth?

Espelien: Focus on brands — and SKUs within
brands — that add little to no value to the
category but drive lower margin sales than the
leading brand and also dip into private brand
sales. Too often, retailers react when their
competitors put a fringe brand on sale, frequently reaching out to the brand in question
to try to replicate the deal. Instead, they should
focus (like Kroger has) on how to maximize
shelf performance by carrying fewer duplicative brands.
Hauptman: Retailers need to focus on two
areas that often get overlooked: innovation and
communication. First, retailers need to place a

high priority on sourcing and merchandising innovative
private label products that meet unique shopper needs.
A great example of this is Aldi’s new line of gluten-free
items. Second, retailers need to effectively communicate
1. the quality and value of their private label offerings
inside the store (via signage and stories) and outside the
store (via digital vehicles like their website, social media,
etc.), and 2. the value and savings associated with choosing a private label option via shelf edge tags.

FRB: Let’s talk a little more about innovation —
or the lack thereof. What’s the problem?
Espelien: Innovation should be easy, but it has become
so difficult in this era of “source first and sell second.”
Suppliers have the desire and the capabilities but, too
often, not the right partners... Many great products and
projects have been derailed by the question “What’s the
branded equivalent?” HEB and Aldi are two chains that
are focusing on products that are a bit different from the
norm — and, as a result, differentiating themselves as
shopping destinations. Other retailers are starting to see
the light, as well. But in general, other than a few notable
exceptions, I just don’t see the level of enlightened leadership in private brands retailing that I did 10 years ago.
Bellamo: Innovation remains a key driver of private
brand growth, but it’s also a key hurdle as private brands
traditionally take a follower approach, i.e., offering a high
quality alternative at a lower cost. Retailers that integrate
private brands into their long-term strategic growth
plans rather than viewing their private brands as a range
of “similar” or “me-too” products are the ones whose

private label program — perhaps an added level of transparency on the nutrition label or a consistent call-out that
unites the products beyond a common look?

FRB: Where are the most significant opportunities for innovation and growth?

Hale: While low-share private brand categories may seem
like an opportunity, consider the number of brands in the
category, the marketing muscle of those brands, consumer loyalty to those brands, etc., as well as the size of
the category and whether or not it’s growing.... Retailers
should focus on making the most out of growing private

‘Many great private
label products and
projects have been
derailed by the
question, “What’s
the branded equivalent?”’
— Craig Espelien

label categories where private label development has been
low while managing losses in large private label categories
whose relevance is waning (think milk). Among the 10
categories where private brands have grabbed the most
share over the past four years are two in the
refrigerated and frozen arena: fresh meat and
frozen dessert/fruit/toppings. Private label
‘Rather than treating private
is also driving growth in some sizeable fresh
brands as the enemy, national
categories, including beef, packaged salad,
brand manufacturers should
specialty cheese, value-added fruit and valueadded vegetables.
adopt a collaborative mindset
Espelien: There may be opportunities in
and help retailers win with
the perimeter because there’s more limited
both private brands and nabrand recognition, more focus on quality
tional brands across the total
and more trust in the store to provide quality
store.’ — Todd Hale
merchandise. It should be a focus, but don’t
obsess over perishables. Look at what’s right
for the business rather than simply maximizing private brand share. Also, I always look to
private brand sales growth hasn’t stalled. These retailers
expandable consumption items for private brand growth
are investing in developing innovative private brands that as there is more discretionary income to be spent in areas
align with key consumer trends that resonate with their
like snacks, sweet goods, ice cream, beverages, etc.
specific shopper targets.
Shaw: All of the hot button trends right now around
Shaw: Keep in mind, too, that innovation doesn’t always
basic, local, authentic, non-processed, etc., are not often
mean unique, first-to-market items. Consider, for examassociated with private label. And that’s unfortunate beple, more interesting flavor profiles within existing segcause it wouldn’t be that much of a stretch to flip private
ments. Also look for ways to innovate across your entire
label to a more local story. But outside of the produce
private brand. Can you have a signature element in your
section, where many retailers are talking about where the
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food comes from, most aren’t doing it with private label,
which is a missed opportunity.
Bellamo: I agree. In the frozen department in particular,
improving the health and quality perception of private
brand products will be key to continued growth. Frozen
foods have long been considered lower quality because
they’re perceived as “not fresh,” and private brand quality
has been perceived as inferior to national brand quality.
The combination of these two beliefs makes it necessary
for retailers to focus on improving the health and the
quality perception of their private brand frozen offerings
with natural and/or organic ingredients, premium packaging and positioning, simplified labels, etc.

FRB: Should retailers offer multiple tiers of
private brands?

Hauptman: Offering multiple tiers of private label is...
essential for the future growth of many retailers. While
the core of a private label program is its national brand
equivalent offering, retailers capture great benefits by
complementing their NBE assortment with robust portfolios of both value/economy private label and premium
private label. Economy private label provides
money-saving options to shoppers who are
looking to make a trade-off in the category to
stretch their budgets. Premium private label
provides unique, value-added variety that is
available only at that retailer, another important
reason to shop there.
Espelien: Multiple tiers are absolutely a good
idea. Consumers actually shop four segments
— economy, mid-price, premium and luxury
— when making product choices. There is a
constant evolution of which products go into
which segment, depending on how consumer
tastes are shifting. I think there will be more
emphasis at both ends of the spectrum: creating
a unified approach to entry-level price points
(and eliminating fighter or cheater brands along the way)
and creating more value-added products to appeal to
the aspirational consumer who wants a relatively cheap
indulgence (Aldi’s is probably doing it best today, though
Lund’s/Byerly’s has a pretty good handle on it as well).
Hale: If you think about what’s happening to household
incomes in this country... I think we’re going to see innovation from retailers and manufacturers around the
extremes because that’s where the growth opportunities
are. The middle ground is really tough.

FRB: What are some of the best ways to merchandise and promote private label?
Hauptman: Establishing and maintaining a compare
and save program is a great way to grow private label
sales while simultaneously improving price-value image. We encourage retailers to sprinkle item-specific
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compare-and-save tags on a couple of handfuls of private
label items in each aisle, featuring the private label price,
comparable national brand price and the savings associated with purchasing the private label option. This way,
shoppers can easily see the savings associated with trading to private labels as they push their carts up and down
the grocery aisles.
Espelien: Compare-and-save programs that help consumers make the best value decision at the shelf are
one of the best ways to promote private brands. Others
include: 1. scheduling private brand promotions one week
ahead of holiday selling weeks to gain price credibility
and potentially take consumers out of the market while
still maximizing branded promotional funds; 2. focusing on quality and communicating that to consumers in
multiple ways to encourage risk-free trial and, over time,
build equity and confidence into the entire private brand
portfolio; and 3. cross-merchandising a profitable private
brand basket-filler with each lead national brand item
advertised. You don’t have to advertise the private brand
item, but you do need to display it with the national brand
item. It’s the single best way to drive both the top and
bottom line.

‘Outside of the produce
section, where many
retailers are talking about
where the food comes
from, most aren’t using
private label to tell a local
story, which is a missed
opportunity.’ — Bob Shaw

Shaw: Brands often welcome the opportunity to crosspromote with private label to build sales and create a
win for you. But few retailers have any sort of established
program to encourage this behavior or structure it so
that brands can build it into marketing functions. Crosspromote private label items, too. Ask how can you drive
consumers from a highly successful private label item to a
newer, less established one in a logical manner. Merchandising, on-pack, in-pack, etc., are all options.
Hauptman: Another effective tactic is price shielding: placing private label on sale when the comparable
national brand is on sale — but only when the penny
profit on private label is higher than that of the promoted
national brand. In studies we’ve conducted, this tactic can
have nearly twice the impact on category performance
(in terms of sales and profits) versus promoting either the
national brand or the private label offering separately.

Q

Q

FRB: Since we’re on the topic of pricing, what
are your thoughts on optimal private label-national brand price gaps?

Hauptman: Many retailers have wider gaps than needed
because their national brand equivalent private label is
trying to satisfy two conflicting roles: serving as an agreeable alternative to the national
brand at a modest savings and
serving as the opening price point
in the category, the latter of which
requires them to widen the gap.
Instead, retailers should increase
their assortment of economy
private labels and allow them to
serve as the opening price point in
the category. Then they can price
their national brand equivalent
items at a more modest and appropriate gap... Ignoring the need
for a robust entry-level, economy/
value private label assortment is
the single biggest mistake retailers
make with their private label programs. In fact, some of the most powerful retailers in the
country are rededicating themselves to economy private
label: Kroger recently rebranded its economy private label
items and Walmart recently began rolling out its new
line of economy private label under the Price First brand.
Retailers that ignore the economy tier will be at an even
greater disadvantage than ever before.
Espelien: Price gaps are fluid, but a good rule of thumb
is that the mid-price product should be a minimum of
10% lower than the branded target (at regular price) and
provide a minimum of 5% more penny profit. For economy product, the retail should be set at what is best for
the store and its customers, regardless of margin. And for
premium or luxury products, it’s not a gap thing; rather,
it’s a question of what the market will bear. These items
should be priced so the consumer sees them for what
they are: premium offerings with more total value than
anything else available.

FRB: Are retailers putting enough science behind not just pricing but a variety of other decisions around private label?
Hale: Actually, I think not leveraging analytics to determine where to play and what branded items to delete
when replacing them with private brands is the biggest
mistake retailers make around private label. Retailers
just aren’t using these tools to the extent national brand
manufacturers are. Their engagement in things like concept testing and simulated test marketing to make sure
that whatever they’re going to get into is going to deliver
the kind of volume metrics near term and long term that
they need is something few retailers really get into as

much as brands do.
Shaw: I agree. Unlike most CPG, very little testing is
done in private label. Consider market testing private
label items with some clear benchmarks for consumer
perception and turns before you decide to fully commit.
It’s pretty simple to do an in-and-out in your own store
that can tell you where adjustments are necessary. Also,
many retailers
don’t apply any
benchmarks
‘Ignoring the need for
to questions
around shelf
a robust, entry-level,
space devoted
economy/value prito private label.
vate label assortment
Granted, it
is the single biggest
may deserve an
mistake retailers
edge, but how
make with their prifar should you
go for undervate label programs.’
performers?
— Jon Hauptman
Finally, are
you looking at
absolute net
effect when you add private label to a mix and fine-tuning
from there? And can you automate that process?

FRB: What do you think the future will bring
for private label?

Hale: My expectation is that private label is going to
continue to ratchet up the growth over time. It’s going to
continue to grow just like it has in every other country.
But it’s slow going right now... If we see continued consolidation in this country, I think we’re going to see private brand share continue to grow. But it’s not a lay-down.
You’ve really got to spend time thinking about where you
want to be in private brands, in what categories and how
you’re going to go about it.

FRB: Any final pieces of advice for retailers hoping to grow private label sales?
Hale: Actually, my advice is for national brand manufacturers: You need to recognize that private brands
are here to stay. They make retailers and their bottom
lines stronger. So, rather than treating private brands
as the enemy, manufacturers must adopt a collaborative
mindset and help retailers win with both private brands
and brands across the total store. Manufacturers would
benefit by considering joint promotion opportunities. For
example, if one group of consumers prefers a brand in a
particular category while a different group prefers private
label, consider promoting them both in the same week.
Manufacturers could create integrated shelf sets to help
retailers lay out their store shelves. Finally, manufacturers
should look for categories where private label doesn’t have
a presence and discuss placement options with retailers. Q
See chart on pages 26 and 27
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PRIVATE LABEL SCOREBOARD
Private label sales across all outlets combined (excluding convenience stores) for the 52 weeks ended Oct. 9, according
to Nielsen. Percent change is versus the same period a year earlier. Categories and subcategories with less than $1 million
in sales are not listed.
CATEGORY
$ SALES
TOTAL ALL BRANDS
$660,467,114,496
TOTAL PRIVATE LABEL
$116,582,057,568
DAIRY DEPARTMENT
$23,318,482,696
Milk
$9,273,216,295
Cheese
$6,430,189,087
Eggs
$2,622,520,598
Butter
$1,160,577,792
Cream
$871,433,509
Yogurt
$713,239,232
Juice Drinks
$595,781,761
Cream Cheese
$467,296,057
Baked Goods
$376,377,228
Sour Cream
$312,610,188
Liquid Tea
$129,807,440
Dip-Dairy
$107,847,100
Margarine & Spread
$93,385,799
Whipped Toppings
$82,766,105
Pasta & Sauce
$42,990,308
Ready-To-Eat Desserts
$29,044,266
Bread
$9,399,932
FROZEN DEPARTMENT $9,681,211,396
Seafood
$1,472,595,182
Ice Cream
$1,272,877,994
Vegetables
$1,175,950,965
Entrees
$942,305,263
Fruit
$636,635,116
Potatoes & Onion Rings $601,921,016
Poultry
$573,022,861
Novelties
$479,781,679
Pizza
$459,295,053
Meat
$380,969,900
Waffles/Pancakes/Frnch Toast $233,717,000
Baked Goods
$208,143,021
Ice
$194,301,110
Appetizers
$187,626,362
Sausage
$160,771,870
Sandwiches
$127,665,729
Juice
$116,421,068
Sweet Goods
$109,638,492
Whipped Topping
$96,002,150
Pasta
$69,836,225
Breakfast Sandwiches
$69,486,848
Breaded Chicken
$55,532,483
Breakfast Entrees
$29,376,368
Meat-Imitation
$6,969,959
Bagels
$3,828,187
Pierogie
$3,632,664
Soup/Chili/Stew
$3,596,444
Pizza Crust
$1,760,050
Dip
$1,520,775
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% CHG
1.2
1.8
3.6
3.0
4.6
7.2
5.1
5.2
0.7
-4.6
3.2
-1.5
1.6
11.1
0.8
-11.1
2.8
-22.3
-7.4
18.0
0.6
2.1
-1.6
-0.2
2.2
12.4
3.4
-8.6
-3.9
5.9
2.7
-1.3
3.1
4.0
-9.2
1.6
-0.8
-12.3
7.8
-7.4
5.8
4.6
-23.5
22.6
15.7
-32.0
0.0
6.1
3.4
23.2
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UNIT SALES
207,022,932,850
43,599,656,321
8,810,469,308
3,033,170,697
2,051,636,649
1,132,088,958
365,006,812
362,041,823
704,361,798
225,4134,956
259,032,976
232,799,306
205,687,819
74,392,468
45,083,492
57,771,953
34,375,634
9,035,603
12,793,486
5,774,878
3,001,722,793
172,659,968
408,412,489
742,041,393
167,607,214
144,965,988
255,229,707
75,268,253
158,774,914
157,720,882
35,112,034
110,621,658
89,945,730
77,502,417
41,545,486
40,295,637
58,545,523
76,765,649
34,911,519
69,006,890
22,887,603
23,194,136
11,496,694
15,417,522
1,878,873
2,352,825
1,727,056
1,338,936
1,090,753
502,595

% CHG
-0.4
-1.1
-2.4
-2.4
-0.5
-1.3
-6.0
2.1
-10.2
-3.4
-2.2
-1.4
-0.7
9.5
0.2
-11.2
2.7
-12.2
-8.2
6.5
-1.5
-11.0
-1.5
1.0
-3.5
7.8
4.6
-9.2
-5.9
3.1
-0.8
0.2
2.5
-1.8
-6.9
-8.4
-3.6
-13.4
0.9
-11.5
5.4
11.5
-28.6
21.4
10.3
-34.1
-2.1
8.3
9.9
19.7

$ SHARE SHARE CHG
—
—
17.7
0.1
35.4
0.1
57.7
0.3
38.5
0.3
45.8
-0.9
50.6
-1.4
26.0
-0.2
10.0
-0.4
10.1
-0.3
31.6
-0.2
18.6
0.0
28.5
-0.1
18.0
0.7
25.6
-0.9
6.2
-0.4
24.4
-1.0
13.0
-4.6
4.8
-0.1
14.8
1.0
19.6
0.2
33.3
-0.5
22.4
-0.5
39.4
0.7
9.1
0.4
65.4
-0.4
33.9
1.4
40.7
-3.0
13.0
-0.3
10.9
0.5
38.3
1.1
19.6
0.0
21.1
1.1
26.4
0.0
11.0
-0.7
16.2
-0.2
4.9
0.0
38.9
-0.4
11.0
1.1
29.1
-0.9
27.8
1.6
7.4
-0.3
9.4
-2.3
9.8
1.6
1.7
0.2
18.9
-5.4
4.0
-0.1
5.5
0.5
12.7
-0.3
8.1
1.8

UNIT SHARE SHARE CHG
—
—
21.1
-0.2
35.1
-0.6
58.9
0.1
42.1
-0.1
51.5
-1.3
51.9
-2.9
30.2
-0.4
14.1
-1.8
10.9
0.0
39.4
-0.2
23.9
0.2
35.0
-0.4
22.2
1.0
24.5
-0.5
8.4
-0.5
28.2
-1.1
13.3
-2.3
4.6
-0.1
21.1
-0.7
20.5
0.2
30.0
-1.5
26.0
-0.3
44.6
0.6
5.1
0.0
67.7
-0.4
39.7
1.7
41.2
-3.0
14.5
-0.4
11.8
0.4
33.3
1.4
24.9
-0.5
26.0
1.3
25.6
-0.3
9.9
-0.3
12.8
0.0
7.9
0.0
43.4
-1.4
13.5
0.7
31.7
-2.1
29.4
2.1
12.3
0.2
10.7
-2.8
12.4
1.9
1.9
0.2
22.6
-7.1
5.6
-0.2
7.2
-0.2
24.1
1.6
9.7
2.1

Q

CATEGORY
$ SALES % CHG
MEAT DEPARTMENT $3,949,911,459 16.7
Breakfast Meat
$1,091,479,259 17.4
Fresh Meat
$1,005,204,270 30.4
Lunchmeat
$956,365,174
3.3
Sausage
$378,878,482 23.3
Poultry
$315,987,967 29.1
Hot Dogs
$96,195,320 -6.6
Seafood
$80,500,313
7.7
Deli Trays
$23,691,724 -9.7
DELI DEPARTMENT $2,843,360,937
3.7
Meals
$828,277,875
1.6
Deli Salads
$549,660,075
4.6
In-Store Meals
$426,681,104
3.3
Pizza
$331,894,384
5.6
Side Dishes
$228,860,800 -2.2
Sandwiches
$200,813,405
9.0
Dip-Deli
$132,312,447 23.9
Condiments
$100,134,396 -3.7
Quiche
$12,507,083 -8.4
Sushi
$10,939,653 -5.6
Appetizers
$9,302,135 -3.3
Mexican Tortillas
$5,474,085 25.4
Lunch Combinations
$5,372,530 31.2
Breakfast Entrees
$1,130,965 24.7

UNIT SALES
944,228,063
255,061,464
155,663,327
302,448,638
103,190,940
58,942,053
53,619,815
13,012,138
2,112,640
628,079,641
137,882,025
168,394,357
71,682,727
52,872,248
65,700,233
49,242,177
39,014,669
32,186,546
1,819,012
1,974,565
1,757,408
3,558,454
1,598,121
397,100

% CHG
6.6
7.5
18.2
-1.7
15.9
28.2
-8.7
1.2
-8.9
2.3
-1.0
1.8
3.3
3.5
-1.0
6.5
24.6
-3.9
-11.3
-11.2
-7.7
20.7
-14.3
40.8

$ SHARE SHARE CHG
16.3
1.3
21.8
1.4
24.0
2.3
15.3
0.2
10.4
1.3
16.4
2.1
3.8
-0.3
17.7
0.4
11.1
-1.4
28.6
0.1
27.7
0.7
59.6
0.9
81.4
0.8
65.8
2.9
24.5
-1.9
35.5
1.6
13.3
1.1
20.1
-1.0
61.8
-1.4
2.5
-0.4
6.7
-1.1
7.6
1.3
0.4
0.1
18.0
3.6

UNIT SHARE SHARE CHG
15.2
0.8
22.8
1.3
23.0
2.2
15.5
-0.1
10.6
1.3
15.5
2.2
5.4
-0.4
16.0
-0.1
10.1
-1.2
22.0
-0.4
24.0
0.2
62.1
0.9
81.6
0.4
56.2
3.0
24.1
-1.2
20.2
-0.9
14.4
1.3
20.5
-0.8
66.6
-0.2
3.3
-0.7
4.8
-1.0
14.4
2.0
0.2
-0.1
10.5
-5.8

Q

Request Foods is your copacking partner. With 600,000 sq. ft. of cooking, blending, freezing and packing
capacity, we are your one-stop resource for R&D and processing. Our team of top culinary chefs creates
custom entrées, side dishes, heat ‘n’ serve portions, and a whole lot more - every meal in every size. Give your
retail, club store or national brand the consistent quality of Request Foods. We Make Your Brand ... Better.
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JOHNNY’S COLUMN

PRIVATE LABEL

— it seemed every other truck had to be rejected. So I
put the product line out for bid, and went with a higherpriced supplier. We didn’t lose any more trucks, or any
more sales.
But I was certainly not infallible. Years ago, on a
quarterly review, with our president, top executives and
department heads there, I complained that the price of
cheese was going sky-high. At the time, Kraft and SarHere’s advice to help you max out your private label.
gento were battling it out, and Sargento wouldn’t raise its
BY JOHNNY HARRIS
price until Kraft did.
The result was that I was actually paying a higher price
efore I begin, let me just say we had
for private label cheese than branded.
another great convention of the
I made the mistake of telling everyone
National Frozen & Refrigerated
at the meeting that we should probably
Foods Association last month in Orlando.
temporarily suspend private label cheese
Great speakers, great networking and —
until the market came back.
perhaps most important — a lot of busiWithin 30 minutes after the meeting
ness that got done between retailers and
ended, I got the worst ass-chewing I ever
vendors. If you missed it, you missed a
had in my life. Here’s what I learned: I
good one.
should have said that I’d work with our
This month’s topic is private label —
private label vendors on protecting our
benchmarks, new trends, merchandising
prices, and keep our cost below what
ideas and lessons I learned the hard way. So
I was paying for branded. We’d then
let’s get at it.
work out a way to cover their losses after
Nielsen data for the most recent year
cheese pricing stabilized.
JOHNNY HARRIS
shows total store private label dollar penAnother lesson I learned: It’s very
etration across channels at only 15.1%. If
important to keep up with branded inmy stores were that low, I’d be seriously worried. To be
novation. A good example today would be Greek yogurt.
competitive today, I figure you should be up around 25%
When Chobani started flying off the shelf, I said “We’ve
at the least.
got to get into that.” But it took us 18 months to come out
For frozen foods, the Nielsen data shows 20.2% dolwith our own private label because most of the manular penetration, and for dairy, 35.1%. If you’re not at least
facturing equipment was made overseas and everyone
equal to those numbers, something needs fi xing in a
was scrambling to get it first. The equipment makers got
hurry. Best- backed up, and you had to wait in line.
practice
Today, I’d have my eye on goat cheese. It’s hot, and
retailers are more retailers are getting into it. There’s nothing wrong
considerwith having a private label goat cheese in dairy or deli —
ably higher; you’ll probably increase the whole category. Your branded
personally, I like to see private label dairy up at around
suppliers will likely be willing to pack a private label for
45% to 50%.
you, because they know you’re going to get it somewhere.
Coming in on the low side here? Do something about
So try putting in two or three top items to compete with
it! Look at your key categories. To give yourself a rough
the brands, so long as you’re careful.
guide, compare your results with the Nielsen numbers
you’ll see on the next two pages. Then talk to your private KEEP YOUR SHIRT ON!
label vendors and get their input.
There’s a fine line with all this, of course. You can jump
As to the basics, I’ve always favored merchandising
into an unproven segment too quickly and lose your shirt,
private label at eye level, to the right of the brands in the
or come in too late and lose your trousers. This isn’t easy,
traffic flow. And I’ve always believed in never letting a
and it takes both practice and courage.
brand go below private label on price. Shielding is a good
Finally, it’s very important to be quick about dropping
strategy to prevent that.
items that aren’t selling anymore. Dead dogs can stink
Review your categories regularly, and if you decide to
pretty quickly. No need for life support here — just bury it!
add something in private label, don’t just look at cost,
because price isn’t everything. Look at quality first, then
Johnny L. Harris, president of Johnny L. Harris Consultservice and then price.
ing, LLC, Fort Mill, S.C., can be reached at 803-984-2594
Years ago, I was having a problem with a dairy vendor
or at cmer0002@gmail.com.
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Look at quality first, then
service and then price.
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BREAD &
DOUGH SLIP

five manufacturers, only Goya Foods posted gains in both
dollars (up 9.4%) and units (up 8.4%). Private label registered the only other positive change, rising 1.9% in units,
but dropping 1.1% in dollars.

HOW SWEET IT IS

A bright spot in the category is the frozen cookie dough
segment, which jumped a whopping 29.7% in dollar sales
and 50.2% in units. Here, private label gained 12.3% in
dollars and 79.2% in units, but slipped to the number
three spot behind Signature Foods in both dollar and unit
BY DAN RAFTERY
sales.
We asked Jen Laska, president of Los Angeles-based
rozen bread and dough dipped by 1.4% to $195.0
Gourmet Frozen Cookies, for her thoughts on what is
million in the 12 weeks ended Sept. 7, 2014, comdriving this segment. Her company
pared with the
(www.jenandjoes.com) produces the
same year-earlier
Jen & Joe’s brand of frozen cookie
period, accorddough (yes, she’s the Jen). She has
ing to IRI (www.
not only studied the segment, but
iriworldwide.com),
appears to be doing a lot of the
the Chicago-based
things Mintel suggests.
market research firm.
“Consumers are looking for
Units were off by
products with a cleaner ingredient
1.9%, while volume
list,” says Laska. “The sales data over
slid by 2.0%.
The fresh-baked
the last year show declining sales in
bread, roll and biscuit
the big-name cookie dough that has
segment dropped a
been the mainstay for years. And
little less, down 0.9%
sales are increasing in lines where
Jen & Joe’s puts its ingredient list on the front of
in dollars and 1.5% in
the ingredient list has been cleaned
the package.
units. But there were
up and is free of hydrogenated prodsome gains. For example, Mississauga, Ontario-based
ucts or artificial ingredients.” Jen & Joe’s cookie dough inFurlani’s (www.furlanis.com) posted an 18.4% increase in gredient lists real eggs and butter and no artificial ingredidollars and a 7.2% gain in units during the same period.
ents. Its most recent flavor, Oatmeal Toffee Cookie Dough,
Paul DaRe, vp of sales and marketing for Furlani’s,
uses toffee custom-made by a small company in Texas.
Laska’s packaging hits on more Mintel observations:
thinks that the overall decline is at least partly driven by
staying fresh longer and reducing waste. “We freeze our
consumers trading down as a result of a general malaise
in the economy and a general weakness in food consump- cookie dough into individual servings and then packtion across the board. “There’s a certain
maturity in the category,” says DaRe, “which
leads to price competition, especially with
private label.” Sure enough, the IRI data show
store brands gained 2.1% in dollars and 2.2%
in units in this segment.
age them a dozen to a box. It gives our customers an
“The Furlani’s brand is recognized for offering value
easy way to exercise portion control. And because you
and has had a few recent launches that are doing well,’
can put the rest of the box back in the freezer, there’s no
says DaRe when asked why the strong showing for his
waste,” says Laska.
company. Furlani’s Cheddar Garlic Biscuits, which are
reported in this segment, were released about a year ago
MERCHANDISING TIPS
and are doing well, according to DaRe.
She believes that now is the right time for retailers to pay
He believes more retailers should apply SKU rationalization to create space for unique and accretive items. (The attention to the frozen cookie dough category. “Nestlé followed our lead and just launched a frozen cookie dough.
accompanying article summarizing Mintel’s research
And we expect more companies to jump into the space,”
on this category and bread in general supports DaRe’s
notes Laska.
advice.)
Retailers who display all of the frozen cookie dough in
The frozen bread, rolls and pastry dough segment
the same space create a highly visible category that draws
showed the largest declines, dropping 3.8% in dollars and
shoppers, she says. But when some brands are split off
4.3% in units during the period covered. Among the top
But there’s opportunity (and growth) in new niches that
are developing.

F

Furlani’s DaRe believes more retailers should
apply SKU rationalization to create space for
unique and accretive items.
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into the natural foods section, for example, sales suffer.
“It makes sense to merchandise the frozen cookie
dough category adjacent to ice cream,’ says Laska. “It’s
something the retailer can have fun with on their own
— for example, suggesting staff favorites for unique ice
cream sandwich combinations, like raspberry sorbet and

ported buying frozen bread in the last six months versus
24% of those with no children under the age of 18.
—The most popular meal occasions for frozen bread
are as an appetizer (43%) or as part of a snack (41%).
—A new shape (such as mini-wraps or party sub rolls)
is the most desirable reason for purchasing one bread
over another (49%).
Mintel predicts that refrigerated
and frozen bread and bread products will decline to $900 million by
2019 from an estimated $1.1 billion
this year. The main challenge for brands in this segment,
according to Mintel, is “to maintain a perception of
freshness among consumers, compared to packaged and
in-store baked breads.”
The research firm adds that “nontraditional bread
brands that contain more natural ingredients or less carbohydrates, calories or sugar also may be able to capitalize on some consumers’ preference for more healthful
bread. More than six in 10 report buying Hispanic breads
(tortillas, taco shells), and more than four in 10 report
buying wraps/flatbreads, croissants and Italian breads.
More than a third buy European loaves and Middle Eastern breads.” Q

The frozen cookie dough segment jumped a
whopping 29.7% in dollars and 50.2% in units.
Lemon Drop cookie dough. Consumers love to see that
the retailer is engaged and is paying attention to the food
they’re selling.” Q
Dan Raftery is president of Raftery Resource Network
and a trumpet hobbyist. He can be reached at
Dan@RafteryNet.com.

WHO BUYS FROZEN BREAD?
A demographic snapshot from Mintel.

Men are more likely to purchase frozen bread than
women are, and 25- to 34-year-olds index the highest
on purchasing in the category within the past six
months. That’s the word
from recent research
Sales in supermarkets, drugstores, mass market retailers, military commissaries and
select club and dollar stores combined for the 12 weeks ended September 7, 2014, according
provided by the Chicago
to IRI (@iriworldwide), a Chicago-based market research firm. Percent change is versus the
office of Mintel Group
same period a year ago.
Limited (www.mintel.
com).
CATEGORY
$ SALES % CHG UNIT SALES % CHG
VOLUME % CHG
High points of
FZ BREAD/DOUGH
$194,998,048
(1.4)
67,903,752
(1.9)
74,862,736
(2.0)
Mintel’s profile of frozen
FZ FRSH BKD BRD/RLL/BSCT $153,501,040 (0.9) 56,053,312
(1.5)
51,808,216
(0.7)
bread consumers (based
T Marzetti
$57,914,288
2.2
18,582,290
2.2
15,758,480
4.2
on their June 2014
Private Label
$40,058,660
2.0
17,628,988
2.2
17,089,110
1.2
survey of 2,000 Internet
Pepperidge Farm
$17,447,734
(16.3)
6,447,372
(17.0)
4,369,334
(18.9)
users) follow.
Cole’s
$11,346,143
(2.5)
4,891,018
(1.1)
3,868,170
(2.1)
—Males more freGeneral Mills
$7,469,179
(2.2)
1,924,603
(3.8)
4,351,647
(2.3)
quently purchased
Homade Foods
$3,365,910
18.3
1,074,162
4.1
1,920,936
13.5
frozen bread in the last
Furlani’s
$2,549,574
18.4
1,308,140
7.2
795,820
3.5
six months (38%) versus
Alexia Foods
$1,792,783
(15.3)
523,195
(17.4)
391,330
(16.4)
females (26%).
Joseph Campione
$1,779,645
(5.1)
739,516
(0.7)
518,116
(1.2)
—25 to 34-year-olds
Bridgford Foods
$1,367,376
8.4
406,051
8.9
403,344
9.2
most often purchased
FZ BRD/RLLS/PSTRY DGH $40,281,968 (3.8)
11,666,553
(4.3)
22,653,262
(5.2)
frozen bread (49%).
Rhodes
$9,820,676
(1.3)
2,425,792
(2.6)
6,249,498
(2.2)
—Each older conGeneral
Mills
$9,760,487
(8.6)
2,803,412
(7.3)
5,492,413
(10.0)
sumer age group purHomade Foods
$6,859,309
(6.2)
1,763,212
(9.1)
4,214,079
(8.6)
chased frozen bread less
Private
Label
$3,466,556
(1.1)
1,109,438
1.9
2,454,346
(0.7)
often than the preceding
Goya
$2,593,092
9.4
1,275,719
8.4
1,258,673
8.5
age group. Only 11% of
Athens
Baking
$1,724,523
(4.0)
462,995
(1.9)
461,835
(1.7)
consumers aged 65+
Pepperidge Farm
$1,165,831
(4.6)
324,632
(6.1)
284,053
(6.1)
purchased frozen bread
Bridgford
Foods
$904,683
(11.8)
247,611
(11.2)
561,975
(12.6)
in the last six months.
Harvest Time
$892,607
(6.4)
228,604
(8.2)
330,296
(8.9)
—Nearly half (48%) of
Trans
Ctnl
Foods
$248,316
122.2
17,751
103.5
62,683
103.5
families with children
FZ COOKIE DOUGH
$1,215,024
29.7
183,885
50.2
401,262
28.3
under the age of 18 re-
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BEYOND

dishes to create products appealing
to all consumers.
“We’re not trying to replicate a
specific dish from, say, Argentina,”
says Sarah Pike, founder/CEO of
Newburyport, Mass.-based newcomer Good Tastes (www.buenThe category is finding inspiration
sabor.com), which recently debuted
from all over Latin America. Cleaner a line of “Latin American-inspired”
ingredient decks, new formats and
single-serve entrees. Offered under
ethnic fusion are also driving gains.
the Buen Sabor label, the all-natural,
non-GMO meals, many of which are
BY DENISE LEATHERS
also gluten-free, run the gamut from
Plantain and Cheese Empanadas
ales of frozen Mexican foods
and Baked Tamal with Chicken and
continue to rise. For example,
Pipian Sauce to Spicy Turkey and
dollar sales of frozen Mexican
Lentil Pastelon and Savory Chorizosnacks and appetizers, which
Seasoned Rice with Cheese.
includes burritos, tacos and other
“Part of our mission is to go
handheld entrees, edged up 0.9%
‘beyond the burrito,’” explains Pike.
during the 52 weeks ended Sept. 6,
“There are 22+ cuisines in Latin
according to Nielsen.
America, but the only one that’s reGrowth is being
ally made headway
driven by products
here in the United
like Ruiz Foods’ El
States is Tex-Mex.”
Monterey burritos
Restaurants and
that tap into consumer
food trucks have
demand for both portstarted to open
ability and protein,
consumers’ eyes
says Rachel Cullen,
to other Hispanic
president and CEO
cuisines, she adds,
at the Dinuba, Calif.“But until now,
based company (www.
they hadn’t come
elmonterey.com).
to the frozen aisle.”
“Consumers know that
The company’s
protein helps them feel
products have
fuller longer, so they’re
clean, simple
reaching for high-proingredient labels,
General Mills taps into the
tein foods more often,
growing popularity of bowls which Pike sees
especially for breakfast with a pair of new additions
as key. She says
and snacks,” she exconsumers are
to its Old El Paso lineup.
plains. More conveniabandoning the
ent 12-count packages
frozen department in favor of the
that offer better value are having an
perimeter, where products are often
impact as well, Cullen adds.
perceived as healthier. By offering
better quality, “We want to elevate
HISPANIC MILLENNIALS
what consumers have come to expect
As the fast-growing Latino populafrom frozen food,” she explains. “The
tion becomes more acculturated
idea is to bring new customers to the
— among Hispanic Millennials, for
frozen aisle, not just shift an existing
example, only 3% are considered
customer from one brand to another.”
“Hispanic-dominant” — their shopBoulder, Colo.-based EVOL Foods
ping habits tend to mirror those of
(www.evolfoods.com), now part
American consumers as a whole. So
of Boulder Brands, is building its
Mexican food vendors are drawing
presence in the handheld Mexican
inspiration from traditional Hispanic segment. It recently introduced four

MEXICAN
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breakfast burritos and added two additional flavors — Sriracha Chicken
and Carnitas — to its 11-ounce “big
burrito” lineup. According to the
company, customers reported having

Inspired by the “street food” offered
by vendors in some of America’s
hippest cities, EVOL introduces four
flavors of Street Tacos.

to eat two or more “regular” burritos
to satisfy their hunger, prompting it
to roll out a heartier, more filling option in more masculine packaging.
EVOL is also launching Street
Tacos, inspired by street vendors’ offerings in some of America’s “hippest
cities.” Now in limited distribution,
they’ll be available nationwide after
the first of the year. Flavors include
Sweet Potato, Black Bean & Goat
Cheese; Uncured Bacon, Potato &
Poblano Pepper; Shredded Chicken
& Caramelized Onion; and Korean
Style Beef & Kimchi, the last of
which highlights the growing popularity of ethnic fusion. Street Tacos
also tap into the trend toward customizability since each flavor comes
with a packet of sauce that allows
consumers to “spice it up just the way
they like it.”
Another Boulder Brands company,
Udi’s Gluten Free (www.udisgluten
free.com), is also jumping on the burrito movement. It recently debuted
four 5-ounce breakfast burritos and
four 5-ounce lunch and dinner burritos, all made with cage-free eggs
and meats raised without antibiotics.
Breakfast varieties are Uncured Bacon, Chicken Apple Sausage, Sausage
and Spicy Southwest Veggie, while
lunch/dinner flavors are Veggie, Bean
& Green Chile, Chicken, Steak and

SPOTLIGHT: MEXICAN
Spicy Southwest Veggie.
Rosa Mexicano, Mexican offerings
says the comMeanwhile, Frankrange from fast-casual to upscale.
pany. It also
lin, Tenn.-based Red’s
Even American-style restaurants
added a new
Natural Foods (www.
are offering guacamole, quesadillas
non-bowl Old
redsallnatural.com),
or other Mexican fare.
El Paso meal:
recently added Bean &
Chicken EnchiMEXICAN MENUS
Cheese and Chipotle Beef
ladas Verde.
In the frozen Where Mexican items are menued,
& Bean burritos. Now in
Mexican side
cheese is the top ingredient called
redesigned packaging,
dish category,
out — 38.6% of Mexican entrées have
the 5-ounce “snack-size”
Goya recently
cheese highlighted in their descripburritos are made with
debuted a pair
tions. Other staples, such as beans
antibiotic- and hormoneof rice and
(38.4%), rice (34.7%), sour cream
free protein.
bean combos
(23.4%) and tomato (19.9%), are also
On the bite-size side
in microwavefrequently used in menu descripof the Mexican snacks
able steam
tions. These popular items are, for
and appetizers category,
bags.
Ready
many customers, an expected part
Secaucus, N.J.-based
El Monterey offers its
to
eat
in
three
of a Mexican entrée. Americanized
Goya Foods (www.goya.
protein-rich burritos in
minutes,
they
Mexican foods, which fall under
com) recently rolled out
more convenient 12-count
feature
Pink
more of a Tex-Mex umbrella and
Yuca Bites, a meatless
packages that also deliver
Beans
and
traditionally feature cheddar cheese
snack or side dish. Made
better value.
Yellow Rice
as a core element, remain popular,
from the meat-like yucca
or Black Beans and White Rice. The
especially for snacking. The spotlight,
root, which is more nutritious than
company also introduced frozen
though, is shifting toward more aupotatoes, the snacks are available in
Mangu, a traditional dish from the
thentic and upscale offerings.
three flavors: Chipotle, Garlic Mojo
Dominican Republic that features
Several chefs are changing the imand Buffalo.
garlicky creamed plaintain topped
age of Mexican food, as they elevate
BOWLING FOR DOLLARS
with red onions. Q
traditional street food to create new
In the frozen Mexican entrees catdishes and use unique ingredients
egory, much of the growth is coming
in their preparation. For example,
from bowls, which have been wildly
America’s Taco Shop in Phoenix ofsuccessful in quick-service Mexifers an Al Pastor taco with citrus and
can restaurants but only recently
spice marinated pork, topped with
came to the frozen aisle. Chino,
fresh pineapple. In a unique fusion of
Mexican foods remain hot in resCalif.-based MegaMex Foods (www.
Korean and Mexican flavors, Velvet
taurants, but the spotlight is shiftmegamexfoods.com), a joint venture
Taco in Dallas menus a calamari taco
ing toward more authentic and
between Hormel and Herdez del
served with kimchee. Adventurous
upscale offerings.
Fuerte, jumped in with 10 Herdez
consumers are clearly eager to try
Cocina Mexicana bowls earlier this
new flavor profiles
BY ADRIENNE NADEAU
year. “It continues to show solid ACV
and experiment with
ispanics are the
gains and strong repeats,” says retail
alternative ingredilargest and
frozen foods brand manager Stephents. Chicago’s La
fastest-growing
anie Bloch. In fact, the company just
Pasadita has foregone
minority group in the
added two additional varieties: Pollo
Tex-Mex tastes and
United States, comprisAsado and Carne Asada.
serves tacos with
Minneapolis-based General Mills
ing 16.7% of the poputraditional fi xings —
(www.generalmills.com), which
lation. Since they’re
onion, lime, cilantro
debuted eight frozen Mexican meals
expected to grow to 26%
and green salsa — on
for two under the Old El Paso brand a by 2045, it’s no surprise
authentic, mouthAdrienne Nadeau
year ago, has rolled out Carne Asada
that food and beverage
watering proteins.
Steak and Honey Chipotle Chicken
offerings are showcasing Mexican
For those craving familiar fare,
bowls in two-count, 20-ounce packflavors and ingredients.
the Americanized taco is still readily
As consumers of all backgrounds
ages. “Each variety features a unique
available, although restaurants are
develop more of a global palate, the
combination of high quality chicken
offering healthier and more authendemand for ethnic products and
or grilled carne asada steak with
tic versions of the standard offering.
spicy flavor profiles continues to
simple ingredients like seasoned rice,
Taco Bell made headlines last year
grow. From Taco Bell to Chipotle to
black beans and roasted vegetables,”
when it opened its first U.S. Taco Co.
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about food and more interested in authentic flavor profiles,
& Urban Taproom in Huntington Beach, Calif., offering
creating more natural products with heritage ingredients
upscale tacos marketed toward foodies. Even before the
is important. Fusion is also increasing in importance, and
spin-off concept launched, Taco Bell was targeting those
there are ample opportunities to utilize the taco as a comwanting healthier offerings with its Cantina and Fresco
ponent of an exciting fusion entrée. Q
menus, which boast fresh ingredients and fewer calories.
While the desire for tacos isn’t new, the use of a taco as a
flavor carrier for fusion dishes and innovative products is a Adrienne Nadeau is a consultant with Technomic, Inc.
(www.technomic.com), the Chicago-based consulting and
huge trend that isn’t going away anytime soon.
Overall, the Mexican items found in the frozen and
research firm serving the food industry.
refrigerated aisles are predominately craveable,
sharable, and Americanized versions of traditional
Mexican dishes. While these products are in deTechnomic’s analysis shows that most flavors measured for Mexican entrées
mand, offering more authentic versions of Mexican have remained in the same cluster over the past four years. However, consumers
seem to be more aware and accepting of cilantro sauce and jalapeño-based
fare is a way to capture new and emerging market
flavors, which have moved from the opportunity to the everyday cluster.
trends. Additionally, incorporating in other ethnic
flavors to create fusion offerings will keep frozen
products on par with restaurant trends.
Hispanic flavors are influencing many other
retail products, including desserts. Ice cream and
other frozen novelties are featuring more Mexicaninfluenced flavors, such as mango and coconut.
When it comes to Mexican food, consumers are
seeking an authentic experience and looking for
natural ingredients. It is true that indulgent and
craveable offerings remain quite popular. Mexican
food has become such a strong part of American
culture that certain items can almost be considered comfort food, especially in Southern regions
of the country.
However, as consumers become more educated
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DIPS & SPREADS

sour cream-based dips so consumers can taste for themselves just how good Greek yogurt dips can be.
Ward Hill, Mass.-based Cedar’s Mediterranean Foods
(www.cedarsfoods.com) is also expanding its Greek
yogurt-based dips lineup, debuting Ultimate Spinach,
Buffalo Blue Cheese and Jalapeno Artichoke varieties,
the latter two of which highlight a growing trend toward
Better-for-you options in trendy flavors and more conve- hot, spicy flavors like Sriracha, says director of marketing
nient packaging are fueling the category’s meteoric rise.
Aimee Tsakirellis.
The bold flavor trend is also taking hold in the
BY DENISE LEATHERS
guacamole segment where Saginaw, Texasbased Wholly Guacamole (www.eathe dip category is on fire — in more
wholly.com), now part of the MegaMex
ways than one. Dollar sales of refrigfamily, recently added both Hatch
erated flavored spreads (i.e. humChile and Three Chile varieties to its
mus) jumped 7.5% to $178.76 million
collection. “The increasing popularity
across channels while dip sales shot up
of Hatch Chiles inspired both of these
8.5% to $178.43 million during the 12
flavors,” reports brand manager Tara
weeks ended Sept. 7 compared with
Murray.
the same year-earlier period, reports
But hot, spicy flavors aren’t
Chicago-based market research firm IRI (@
the only ones finding their way
iriworldwide).
onto the shelves. For example, says
A related subcategory, sauce/gravy/
Tsakirellis, in addition to Pumpmarinade mixes (a catch-all segment that
Tribe taps into the popularity
kin Spice and Everything (like the
includes refrigerated pasta sauce as well as
of farmer’s markets with its
bagel), Cedar’s recently rolled out
salsa) saw its sales rise as well, expanding
new hummus collection.
a Beet variety that taps into moms’
4.4% to $97.91 million.
desire to get their kids to eat more vegetables. “That’s a
“Consumers are using dips and spreads not just at parcompletely different demographic for us because it opens
ties and special events but between meals, for snacking,”
the category up to kids,” which is sort of the goal, she
says Greg Greene, marketing director at White Plains,
explains. “So many people haven’t tried hummus yet. But
N.Y.-based Sabra Dipping Co. (www.sabra.com).
if you can offer a trendy variety like Sriracha, people who
Mary Beth
like that flavor in other foods might try it.”
Cowardin,
director of brand
LIMITED EDITIONS
marketing-proOne way manufacturers can try out new flavors and
duce at Columbuild category excitement is to introduce them as limited
bus, Ohio-based
editions. Taunton, Mass.-based Tribe Mediterranean
T. Marzetti
Foods (www.tribehummus.com) debuted a limited batch
(www.marzetti.
program last summer, reports brand manager Stephanie
com) confirms
Mathis. One of the first flavors, Rosemary Focaccia, was
that consumso well-received, it recently became a permanent part of
ers are snacking
the company’s collection (though its name was changed
more than ever.
to Lemon Rosemary Focaccia to better highlight its citrus
“But they’re optnotes). The newest limited batch flavor, Herb Infused
ing
for
betterSabra’s ‘very successful’ grab-and-go
Olive Oil, launched last month.
for-you
foods
snack kits featuring salsa and chips
Tribe also debuted a new hummus collection “inspired
like
fresh
vegor hummus and pretzels helped
by
the tastes, sights and smells of farmer’s markets,” says
etables,
which
drive 15% growth over the past year.
Mathis. Offered under the Farmer’s Market sub-brand,
can be greatly
the line includes three flavors: Harvest Carrot & Ginger,
enhanced by a dip.” And dips themselves have become a
Cucumber Tzatziki, and Vine-Ripened Tomato & Basil.
lot healthier lately, thanks to the advent of Greek yogurtbased options, a product that originated with Marzetti but New flavors are expected to roll out seasonally.
While new dip and spread flavors are popping up
has since been adopted by many other manufacturers.
everywhere, the category is also welcoming some new
Among the newest Greek yogurt-based offerings are
brands from other areas of the store. The eight-flavor
two additions to Sabra’s lineup: Crispelle Pepper and reGreen Giant hummus collection from Salinas, Calif.formulated Tzatziki. “We use more fresh veggies, so you
based Green Giant Fresh (www.greengiantfresh.com)
actually hear the crunch,” says Greene, who notes that
is designed to be merchandised in the produce section
the company is considering taste tests against similar
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where it’s being heavily cross-promoted with
Green Giant fresh
vegetables, offering
“a complete produce
snacking solution.” The
line is all-natural, certified gluten-free and Non
GMO Project verified.
Another familiar name
in the dips and spreads section is General
Cedar’s relaunches its organic
Mills’ Old El Paso
hummus lineup — now even more
brand. Manufacflavorful — in new packaging
tured by Riviera
designed to highlight increasingly
Beach, Fla.-based
important certifications.
Italian Rose (www.
italian-rose.com), the new lineup includes five Mexican
dips and eight fresh salsas (Mild, Medium, Hot, Salsa
Verde, Cilantro, Chipotle, Roasted Garlic, Black Bean and
Corn, Mango and Salsa Verde). According to the company, it’s “the first and only nationally recognized name
brand in fresh salsa.”
Cedar’s is also leveraging the power of a well-known
national brand, General Mills’ Food Should Taste Good
moniker. Its new FSTG hummus lineup features five
“alternate-bean” varieties, most of which are gluten-free

and non-GMO: Lentil Bean, Black Bean Dip, Falafel Hummus, White Bean Dip and Edamame Hummus.
Cedar’s is also relaunching its organic lineup, now featuring “deeper, more dynamic” flavors (Original, Garlic
and Red Pepper) and new packaging that better highlights
increasingly important certifications, including Gluten
Free and Non-GMO. “Certifications aren’t easy to get,
but they help translate our product to the consumer and
create a selling point on the shelf,” says Tsakirellis, who
thinks Fair Trade is the next certification consumers will
be looking for. She adds, “Organic is definitely becoming
more popular and sales continue to rise. It’s a huge shift
from five years ago. A lot of our private label customers in
particular are asking for it.”

SINGLE-SERVES HOT

Another big category trend is the growth of single-serve
dips and spreads. “The portion control and the portability
make it so easy to add them to kids’ lunchboxes or adults’
briefcases,” says Murray, citing the dips-as-snacks phenomenon. Wholly Guacamole introduced four 2-ounce
“minis” in 2013 and expects to add two additional varieties, Organic Classic and Spicy Homemade, before the
end of this year.
Sabra has also had success with its single-serves. In fact,
says Greene, “That’s where we’re seeing the most growth.”
Its 2-ounce singles are offered in four-, 12- and 16-count
packages (the latter two
mostly in club stores),
but its two-in-one product, which includes 3.5
Sales in supermarkets, drugstores, mass merchants, military commissaries and select club and
ounces of hummus or
dollar stores combined for the 12 weeks ended Sept. 7, 2014, according to IRI (@iriworldwide),
salsa on the bottom and
the Chicago-based market research firm. Percent change is versus the same period a year ago.
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NEW COLD STORAGE

LETS MAINE FISH
BE ‘FROM MAINE’

Central Maine Cold Storage (www.
cmcs.biz), Bucksport, Maine, opened
its new, privately funded $2 million
custom food freezing, storage and
shipping facility last month. The
business, which plans rapid expansion, will initially serve the needs of
area fishermen who previously have
had to ship 60% to 70% of their catch
to Canadian facilities for value-added
processing.

Central Maine Cold Storage, a
seafood custom freezing and
storage facility, recently opened
in Bucksport, Maine, offering IQF,
blast freezing, frozen storage,
packaging and shipping. Pictured
here is Brian McCarthy, CEO.

“This does not have to be the
case. It just makes sense logistically,
financially, employment-wise and for
state pride to have this done here in
Maine,” said Brian McCarthy, CEO.
“Shipping product north for up to 12
hours in a refrigerated truck, across
a foreign border, processed and then
shipped back again in a reefer truck
and across a foreign border is both
costly and unpredictable.”
He pointed out that trucks can be
delayed at the border, increasing the
risk of lost product before processing.
Further, the cost of shipping all the
way to Canada narrows the margins
of the harvester.
“The other aspect is simply the
pride that our harvesters rightly
take in their hard-earned catch from
the waters of Maine,” he continued.
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Products processed in Canada must
be labeled “Maine Lobster (or seafood), Product of Canada.” McCarthy
says his customers prefer “Product of
Maine.” Q

GOYA EXPANDS

IN CALIFORNIA

Goya Foods, Secaucus, N.J., has expanded its West Coast headquarters
with a new 250,000-square-foot facility and DC in City of Industry, Calif.
It will serve as Goya’s West Coast
hub and service the surrounding
states including Arizona, Nevada,
Oregon, Washington and Utah. The
center features a new warehouse
management system, increased
capacity for packing/freezing and
railroad transportation that links to
Goya’s new facility in Houston.
“Based on our current sales and
the influence of Latin culture on the
food industry, it’s an opportune time
to expand in California, a marketable
region that represents high-growth
for Goya,” said Robert A. Unanue,
who spearheaded the expansion of
Goya California and whose greatgrandfather Don Prudencio founded
Goya Foods in 1936.
“The new California facility will
allow us to accelerate our reach and
secure our position in one of the top
regions of the United States while simultaneously allowing us to focus on
the expansion of our healthy product
lines,” he said. Goya is the largest
Hispanic-owned food company in
the United States. Q

COYOTE LOGISTICS
UPGRADES, ADDS JOBS

With the help of a $2.5 million state
grant, Coyote Logistics is adding
500 jobs and upgrading its Chicago
headquarters.
Coyote, which founder and CEO
Jeff Silver refers to as “a trucking
company without the trucks,” has
grown 392.6% during the past five
years. In 2013, it grew by 30% to
reach $1.04 billion.

The company arranges transportation for more than 6,000 loads per
day and works with more than 40,000
prequalified local, regional, and
national carriers — including temperature-controlled carriers and LTL.
During the next three years,
Coyote will hire additional salespeople, software developers and IT
specialists. It will also use $4 million
in private investment to upgrade its
office space, according to the Illinois Department of Commerce and
Economic Opportunity, which will
oversee the state’s investment. Q

USCS OPENING DC

BY UNILEVER PLANT
A December opening is slated for
a $48 million, 315,000-square-foot
United States Cold Storage DC next
to Unilever’s Covington, Tenn., ice
cream plant. Unilever last year announced a $108.7 million expansion
of its plant — one of the largest ice
cream facilities in the world — to
meet demand for ice cream and
novelties. Voorhees, N.J.-based USCS
said its new DC, being built by Primus Builders, is designed to achieve
LEED Silver certification standards.
It will include technology solutions
that will reduce energy consumption
by more than 30%. Q

AMERICOLD ADDS

THIRD DC IN IDAHO

Atlanta-based Americold (www.
americold.com), has opened a
160,000-square-foot refrigerated
facility in Heyburn, Idaho, for the
local dairy and agricultural market.
It has capacity for more than 17,000
pallets (10,000 steel-racked and 7,000
bulk-storage positions.)
With 10 truck and seven rail dock
doors, the -5F to +50F facility offers
cross-docking, labeling/ticketing
solutions, product tempering and
export, and full-truckload and LTL
consolidation.
The facility is near the Union Pacific rail line and Route I-84, and is the
third Americold campus in Idaho. Q

Q

What was your logistics company doing in 1923?
Our business was founded on these four principles, and
they have been the mainstay of our company ever since.

1-800-791-2653
WWW.HENNINGSEN.COM
OREGON • WASHINGTON • IDAHO
NORTH DAKOTA • OKLAHOMA • PENNSYLVANIA

SMART PHONE,
SCAN ME!

GETTING PERSONAL

GOIN’ FISHIN’
But Jeff Brinkley does more than go fishing for marlin
and such. He also fishes for ways to help people.

W

hen I caught up with Jeff Brinkley last month
to talk about his love for saltwater fishing —
and for helping others via charity work — he
was insistent that I not paint him as some sort of hero.
“That would be awful. It would really embarrass me,”
he said. I’d been warned that Jeff is on the modest side, so
I promised him I’d do my best.
As President of Premier Sales & Marketing in Black
Mountain, N.C., Jeff and his team specialize in what he
calls Pioneer Marketing. “We help companies that are
new to the business, such as Talenti Gelato a few years
ago, and help them launch their brands. It’s great to help
people, and we pride
ourselves on answering
the phone on the first
ring. We might miss
one every two weeks or
so and go to the second
ring, but we try hard.”
As a matter of fact, Jeff
tries hard at everything
he does: “I encourage
everyone to find something to be passionate
about in their lives.”
I could tell already
that I was going to like
this guy.

HOW DID YOU GET
STARTED WITH
SALTWATER
FISHING?

My grandfather had
a small place down in
Bradenton, Fla., and
when I was about five,
my family would go
down to fish with him. My dad and I were lifelong fishing
partners until I lost him about six years ago. Last week
when I was in Mosquito Bay Lagoon in Florida, I caught
a lot of redfish and trout, and came upon some manatees
that stayed right up alongside the boat. Even on days I
don’t catch much, I have a wonderful time seeing all the
birds and being at peace on the water.

When Jeff Brinkley reels in some
of his bigger catches, he gets
a photo and lets them go —
especially if they are brooders.

ANY GOOD FISH STORIES TO TELL?
I like to catch big, tough fish that have a chance of yanking my shoulders out of their sockets. Every fish is different. Jupiter Inlet has world-class snook. If you hook one
and it’s anywhere near rocks or a pier, it’ll work its way
over there and cut the line. Tarpon are acrobats, with big,
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Amy Ward, l., and Jeff Brinkley, r., both of Premier Sales &
Marketing, present Marine Gunnery Sgt. Donald Hopkins, Jr.,
with a companion dog at a charity golf tournament in October.

bony mouths. They’ll shake their heads and work loose —
you land about three out of 10. I caught one once that was
205 pounds, and the world record is about 225 pounds.
He took the reel to the knot, so we got the boat cranked
up and chased it so it wouldn’t break the line. I caught a
blue marlin once in Hawaii that was about 425 pounds.
But any kind of sailfish, you take a chance on killing it if
you take it out of the water. Besides, a marlin that size is
a brood fish, so I got a picture of it in the water and then
cut it loose so it could live another day.

IT’S GOOD TO GIVE THE FISH A BREAK! BUT
YOU LIKE HELPING PEOPLE, TOO.

I do whatever I can, but definitely with the help of others
and the Lord. I spent 28 years on the BI-LO Charities
board. During my time on the board, we raised more
than $50 million to help children, hungry, and special
needs people. Now, my company runs the Douglas Clark
Brinkley Memorial Golf Tournament, named after my
father. He always had a big, giving heart. In six years the
tournament has raised $57,000 and donated $46,000. Our
event this year raised $10,000 for local charities, and for
the purchase of a companion dog for a Marine who was
hurt in Afghanistan.

TELL ME ABOUT THAT.
When Marine Gunnery Sgt. Donald Hopkins, Jr., was a
passenger in a CH 53 helicopter that was landing under
fire in Helmand Province, he suffered injuries to his left
knee, abdomen and colon, in addition to a traumatic
brain injury. It’s a miracle he wasn’t killed; he almost
was. He has multiple disabilities, but we were thrilled he
was able to join us for the golf tournament. And we were
thrilled we are able to provide him with a trained companion dog with the help of our friends at Food Industry
Serving Heroes (F.I.S.H.). He’s a great guy, one of the best.
It would be an honor to take one of these Marines fishing
with me someday. Q
—Warren Thayer
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